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“takeJndiSW
hat it may be adn^ Pe%
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certificate

Portsmouth N ij a
’>•• Charles ihlman-.\>^'
e'\”™ inducedI to??’? *
U™ » Grand Resto^S11*
stomach, to which u r4?!
''»1»^ occasioned
e ot the HnimnnJ y n ol)%
11 relief from the nseVW
B S'" in tnyb Xf *'
beneficial efieC S»
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health. I therefore conceive i
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for the above com plaint and!
venessand generally asthe
tcine. Portsmouth, Aug. ]gjj
JOSIAH WE®
ns may certify that mywifet ,
al years afflicted with a cotick
and had a seated hard one fo
months, so that she could w
?ht, she obtained some relief!®
prescribed by an able Physic®
PParently rapidly goingintou
While in this state I heard oil
re s Grand Restorative, pu^#
5 she began to be relieved, <
o from taking this, and in in
ough was entirely cured,anil
ns since she has enjoyed belts
she has for a number ofyean
no return of her cough. Not«j
J was used. Rochester, May 2
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VEGETABLE POWDER!
IESE Powders are a mostosition for young or old, male«
are useful and safe for violent«
foul stomach, head-ache, jaunii
stomach and bowels, dysentai]
appetite, cold hands and fet
of the heart, rheumatism, fera
, caused by colds, and all kint

iOLMAN’S BONE OINTMEI
LIS Ointment stands at the heal
remedies for the follow«^/
h human nature is heir to, viz.j
im, both Chronic and inflame
—Sprains—Bruises, and conM
of long standing.
discusses all tumors—rendered
er by producing a healthy must,

sstiages pains in Boils and Al»
equals it in swelled and inflamed!
males if applied in its early K
3 suppuration or matter fortli
s in all cases immediate ease fa
ificates of this fact could be gin
ary.
his remedy is offered to the puli
full assurance that it far excels :
ocs and liniments of.thepiW
above diseases.—A trial is onlyl
ve it the decided preference it
r else. Many physicians oh
used this ointment and extolib.
CERTIFICATE.
he undersigned certify thatmj
ged 7 years was violently attad
in in her knee, which causedthet
tontract so as to draw the leg»
lar to a person kneeling—webet
ied for her fate-were recoin®
‘ Holman’s Bone Ointment,” 11'
iately procured and applied,-®
lishment, speedy relief was oMaffi
very short time the muscles«
I that the limb became pe®
;d-1829'
ROBERT GIB
irtsmonth, N. H. 1831.
Vegetable Elixir, or RhewAf
HIS ELIXIR is useful m 8«^
pain if taken inwardly <
''cases of common liend-»^

| „nd snuff it >'P!he"e“ff,
relieve in a few mi»«* *
mouth for the tooth-a*, *
vool and put it on theteoth,«
r relieve in a short time. .
ben the joints are swelled««’
imatism, rubbing them»
relieve the pain and I«.’,
ing. When ajoint issti» *.
th this Elixir the pam»« ^
swelling taken down,
Ltl'e troubled
hacks, may be cured0

^hShTpi affected, W
be removed.

as a restorative and to Py'
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Wheat Worm.—The wheat, in this vicinity | Maine Lands.—The great rise in value of
j of August, according to the distance he may I like the tail fin of a fish. These are not athave attained^) as will ensure his return to tached to the balloon itself, but to the pas- is much of it destroyed by the above insect, j these lands is beginning to generate a correscar which swings beneath, and be We have heard'many farmers observe that ponding growth of law-suits. In the settled
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
his winter quarters before the severe weath- senger
•'
their wheat fields were entirely destroyed, I townships which included lands belonging to
JAMES K. REMICH.
er sets in ; as on his acting in this particular iing made of net work is very light. If the but we apprehend the injury will not prove I non-resident proprietors, it was common to
Office chi the Main-Street,-opposite theMeeting-House. with due caption, may depend the eventual wind should be much opposed to the propos
as extensive as is generally predicted. A few i tax such lands'.so highly that in many instanTERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
safety and success of the whole Expedition. <ed course, the navigators must come down days since we examined four or five fields,1 ces the owners were glad to discharge the
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
“ On his return to his temporary estab- to
1 earth and wait for a more favorable op and found on an average, about one third of! taxes by allowing the land to go at public
Interest will he charged on all subscriptions which
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No lishment he is carefully to examine the |portunity. The apparatus for descending the bea^s more or less affected, some of them ■ auction to the highest bidder. Of the thourspaper discontinued, except at the option oi the pub
in an air balloon within the gas bal having hundreds of reddish worms about an ’ ands of sales thus made at the instance of tax
state of his supplies, communicating also consists
'
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
eighth of an inch in length. In some of the ' collectors, it is believed that a majority were
The publisher does not hold himself responsible fbr with Great Slave Lake, to ascertain wheth- 1loon ; when this is inflated by means of a
fields We observed myriads of small flies on • made so carelessly and with such neglect of
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount er additional stores are there collected for simple
condensing
apparatus,
its
weight
ad

!
the heads of the wheat. Rye appears to be ! the forms of the law, as to pass no title to the
charged fbr its insertion.
him. /And if he finds that he can with 'ded to the ballast in the car will sink the worse affected than wheat. In most of the ' purchaser. We have heard of a case of this
reasonable prudence, devote a second sum- Iballoon as near the ground as the navigators adjoining townships, we understand the ! kind where some individuals, residing in one
MISCELLANEOUS,
mer to the service on which he is engaged, wish. The balloon itself is of a cotton fab wheat is also seriously injured. It will also i of the towns of Middlesex county in this
[From the Montreal Herald.]
| he is directed to do so, proceeding in a dif ric, so varnished as to be air tight.
It will be seen, from an article copied from the Mon- I state, allowed a finely timbered Maine tract
support twenty persons, ten sailorsand treat Courier, that the wheat in that section is j to be sold in this way for a few cents per
ARCTIC LAND EXPEDITION.
I ferent direction to that previously traversed ; only
'
Captain Back, accompanied by William Ibut if not, he is to return to England in the ten passengers, and this at a great expense much of it destroyed. The last Courier con- ! acre. Hearing that the same tract had been
of gas ; and this with its uncertainty, (as it tains a communication from Mr. Evans, giv- recently sold for seventy or eighty thousand
Xlalley, one of the volunteers from the Roy- Ifollowing spring.
ing a particular description ofthe insect, with ! dollars, these individuals or their heirs instih! Artillery, who left this city with him in
“ Subordinate to the object of finding must wait for the wind, will make it rather! an engraving of the wheat fly and the Hessi- ; tuted an investigation, and ascertained to
1833, returned to Lachine, on Thursday Capt. Ross, or any survivors or survivor of an inconvenient method of travelling. It is an fly. We shall copy the article next week.! their satisfaction that the title still remained
'^ast, in excellent health and spirits.
Dr his party, he is to direct his attention to perhaps a little more ^capable of guidance The growth of wheat, in this section, is ex-1 in them, owing to some carelessness in the
King and the rest of the expedition were mapping what remains unknown ofthe coast than the common balloon, and certainly a tremely large, and were it not for the fly the ! management or registry of the sale. One of
crop would be abundant. As it is, weappre- ! the claima’hts has received five thousand dolleft at Fort Reliance, all well—they are to which he visits, and making such other sci little safer.—Boston Adv.
hgnd there will not be more than two thirds lara for a quit-claim deed, and the remainder
leave for England by way of Hudson’s Bay. entific observations as his leisure will admit,
or three foiirths of an average crop. Other I have refused to perfect the title for less than
We are glad to say, that no mortality or ac for which purposes the requisite instruments
The Hampshire and Hampden Canal, kinds of grain look well, except rye, of which , ten thousand dollars each.
cident occured to any of the persons actu have been supplied to him. But he is not for running twenty six miles in xMassachusetts, little is sown. Corn is generally a heavy
Greenfield Mercury.
ally accompanying the expedition, although :such objects, to deviate from his principal and the Farmington Canal, running fifty growth, but too late to anticipate much of a
Please
to
Settle.
—
The
man who rode us aone of the volunteer artillerymen, William pursuit, until he shall have either succeeded nine miles in Connecticut, connect the up crop. Potatoes look remarkably well. Hay
son, who was somewhat advanced in years, in
i its accomplishment, or satisfactorily as per waters of Connecticut river with Long is abundant, and is likely to be well cured, cross India-street, at the time the explosion of
although the weather was unfavorable when ! the vessel at Central wharf took place, on
and who was unable longer to bear the far certained
<
that its success is impossible.”
Island Sound at New Haven. This enter
most ofthe farmers commenced cutting it.; Saturday afternoon last, will oblige us by
Migues and hardships of the journey, unfortu
During the first winter, the expedition prise was begun in T826, for the purpose of From U.C. the accounts ofthe crops are lcal!1,1
111 I J g L
M 11 LI I J
1LUU111
J CI «y A I J
our Counting
Room CLLJvL
and j.paying
nately died when on his way back to a Hud- had
I
to endure great privations and suffer giving the interior of New Hampshire, Ver generally favorable ; and also from the wes-!'kis
t118 fare.
fare- As he mounted our back without
son’s Bay station. He was accompanied ings,
i
owing to the scarcity of food, and the mont and Massachusetts more direct and tern and southern States, In
1.. New England
B....... , - invitation we should be -justified in charging
- ’by two Canadians, who were well acquaint- íseverity ofthe weather.
On the 25th of feasible communication with New Haven the accounts are not so favorable, much of | Pretty high ; but taking into consideration his
j
fright,
we
will
be
moderate,
and
only
exact
ed with the country, but having separated April, being exactly one year after he had and New York.
A large amount of vari the grass and grain having been seriously in-1
himself from them, he must have wandered left
I
Lachine, and during a very heavy snow ous kinds of produce, furnished by these jured by the severity ofthe frost the past win fifty cents. We were standing near the “ vil
lainous saltpetre,” admiring the beauty of the
‘out of the true path, and perished»
Cap- storm,
:
the despatch communicating Capt. States, find their way to a market through ter. From the lower parts of this province
smoke, when wack. ! went something, and
lain Back despatched men in all directions Ross’s safe return was delivered to Capt. the Connecticut River, and in return, the the accounts are also unfavorable.
the cry of gunpowder ! gunpowder ! was
Farmer's (U.S.) fidvocate.
'to search for him, and it was only a consid Back.
The primary object for which the merchandise and domestic goods used by
heard from all sides; a general rush was
erable distance of time afterwards that his journey was undertaken being thus happily this vast population, is much of it obtained
made from the fire by the thousands who
Newspaper collecting.Some years since a
body was found.
Carrón and Ross, the fulfilled by other agents, Capt. Back made through the same channel.
I were lookers on—each man for himself—
good old fellow who had been many years a !
remaining artillerymen, return with Dr. preparations for complying with the secon
The Hampshire and Hampden and Far collector of newspaper debts, departed this such crowding, screaming, and scrambling,
we never before saw or heard, and in our
King to England via Hudson’s Bay. They dary part of his instructions—the examina mington Canals, united, are eighty five miles ' |jfe nuich regretted’ by
\ ’his
’ employer
. ' . rs. A- anxiety not to be left behind, we scarcely felt
with Malley, but particularly the latter, tion of the coast between Point Turnagain in length.
On the former there are thirty- j mong
goods
and------------------chattels
of which he diJ the
I
—
--the burden we moved under, until we had
Avere of essential service to the expedition. and Ross’s Pillar. Several boats were with two locks, and on the
t' latter twenty-eight j ed possessed, was a much worn menioran- j crossed India street, when our attention was
•
Hum
hnnk
with
narchinont
cover,
ill
which
dum
book,
parchment
in
Captain Back speaks in terms of the the utmost activity built during the winter, locks—The cost of the Hampshire and
excited by a voice from behind» inquiring,
'warmest praise, of the numerous attentions but in spring, finding that they had an insuffi Hampden Canal is estimated at about 1 hp bad recorded the various incidents, &e. “ are we out of danger ?” To which we re
Mnd valuable assistance that he received cient supply of provisions, they could only $330,000, and the Farmington $650,000, which occurred in his peregrinations.— plied in the affirmative, and requested our
Twenty-five of its pages were filled with a passenger to get down, who it seemed had
during his journey, from Governor Simpson take one with them.
It was not until the the whole enterprise coming but little short
“ call again
at the end of which was writ
and the different gentlemen of Hon. Hud month of July, 1834, that the expedition got ofa million of dollars.
The width of this ten,
j in the
t hand writing of the deceased, as straddled our shoulders at the first alarm, and
son Bay Company’s stations.
to open water on the Thlewee-chudezeth, canal is thirty four feet, its depth of water | follows: “ For the space of 50 years, 1 have in our consternation we had carried him
some twenty or thirty rods without being
As our citizens have always taken a live or Great Fish River. Capt. Back, we be four feet, and the .locks are ninety long and j been a collector of debts due to editors and
conscious of our load.—Boston Post.
ly interest in this expedition, we think it lieve, succeeded in determining that this twelve feet wide.. It has one feeder, built |I proprietors of sundry newspapers in these
at great
great expense,
seven miles
miles long.
A ! United States : and during this space, I have
right to lay before them again the instruc river runs to the northward, and if we un at
expense, seven
long,
The late abduction at Mobile—Private let
■ cylinder
- • 'i kept a regular and correct account ot the ters from Mobile, received at Richmond,
tions which Captain Back received from derstand the purport ofthe scanty informa steamboat constructed on the
prinnumber of the times I have been requested, state, that the Frenchmen who had attempt
Government shortly before leaving Eng tion which has reached us, it has its source ciple, is expected in a few weeks, to run as !
nay, obliged by different individuals, to “ call
land, (as detailed by the Arctic Land Com on a height of land, about 150 to 200 miles a passage boat between this town and New ! again !!” with the expenses accuing thereon, ed to extort money from their brother, by
mittee, in the prospectus published by us from Fort Reliance, the winter establishment Haven, when it is confidently believed thej viz :—During the 50 years. 6000 times. Ex abducting and threatening to murder his child,
had been hanged by the people upon a tree.
in April, 1833,) and then so far as we are bf the expedition at the eastern extremity of distance will be accomplished' in twelve' pense of“ calling again,” S2OO0. Died or in “ A just sentence,” says the Richmond Whig,
solvent
before
1
could
“
call
again,
”
1500
subr
Capt. Back is the first hours. Freight boats are now in successful
able, from the information we have been a- Great Slave Lake.
“ whether passed by mob law or not.” We
ble to procure, afford them a brief sketch of European who has visited Great Fish River operation. The Canal, thus far, has result seribers. Editors’ and proprietors’ total loss, doubt the fact—but in any event, the senti
what was actually accomplished.
After and examined its course to the Polar Seas. ed in disappointment at New Haven, be $9500.”
ment of the Whig must receive the unequiv
ocal condemnation of every friend of law and
directing him to place himself at the dispo Its very existence was doubted by many cause the mass of the business to be relied
The Constitution has been considered by order.—This Amos Kendalism, of putting the
sal of the Hudson’s Bay Company, the in geographers. It is said to be large but dan on was expected to come in from Connecti
officers and crew, an unlucky ship, ever since
gerous of navigation—greatly impeded by cut river, through which medium the trade Elliot disgraced her and himself, by the Jack- voice of the mob above the law, is making
structions run thus
■
frightful progress. It must be pnt down.
“»To leave Liverpool early in February, ice, and having little but mounds of sand of an immense inland country flows. It has son figure head. The voyage to France and
N. Y. Com. Adv.
■and to proceed with his party by way of along its banks. It falls into the Polar Sea, been navigable to West field some years. back, was tempestuous and untoward, in
New York to Montreal, and thence along at a Point, as far a? we can learn, that coin As the canal is a secure and certain mode of many respects.—They were beset with
Almost a Duel.—A long correspondence
the usual route pursued by North West cides very near to the place assigned to it by navigation, it is fair now to presume that it storms and heavy winds, and every thing between Gen. Towson, Paymaster General
went
wrong.
One
or
more
men
were
lost
Traders, to Great Slave Lake, which it is Capt. Back and the Arctic Committee in will ultimately draw in most of thp business
of the army, and Com. Elliot, of graven im
hoped that he will reach by the 20th July. London, in their prospectus already refer transacted upon the river. In such an event, overboard ; and the seamen became discour age memory, has been published in the New
aged. The officers, moreover, feeling no re
He is then to strike off to the north-east red to.
it cannot be otherwise than highly advanta spect for their commander, despising his York papers. The correspondence grew out
ofsome misstatements of the latter in rela
Farther than this, we only know that the geous to Northampton and New Haven.
ward, or in such other direction as he may
course and conduct—longed for a release tion to his own prowess in the capture of two
Northampton Courier.
ascertain to be the most expedient, in or party of intrepid travellers had to encounter
from service under him.
And they were British vessels during the last war, and also
der to gain the Thlew-ee-cho, or Great Fish every obstacle to which polar navigation is
more disgusted still by his conduct after his in relation to the conduct of Gen. Towson
return, in regard to the alms-house dinner. on the same occasion. Gen. Towson calls
River, which is believed either to issue liable, and we are led to believe that im
Guessing at hard words.—I am often re
from Great Slave Lake, or to rise in its vi mense masses of ice, accompanied by un minded of the missionary who was ascend The consequence was, that before the Con Elliot a coward and poltroon, in about as ma
cinity, and thence to tlow with a navigable commonly severe weather, finally arrested ing the Mississippi river with some religious stitution went to sea on Wednesday, there ny words, and informs him, by public adver
had been an almost entire change of officers. tisement, that “ his lodgings in New York
course to the northward till it reaches the their progress.
tracts, and stepped on shore from a flat boat Every one who could frame an excuse to get
How far the labors of the expedition will to accost an old lady who was knitting be away from such a commander, did so ; and are at the National Hotel, and that he shall
sea. On arriving at the banks of this river,
he is to select a convenient situation for a increase our knowledge ofthe line of coast, fore a low shantee under a tree near the riv we are informed that the change was almost remain in town until the Constitution sails.”
This indirect invitation to the field Elliot ewinter residence, and immediately appoint we are unable to say ; but from what has er. It was in the Asiatic cholera time, and entire. Sick enough of him will the present vades, but intimates that he shall hold himself
officers
be,
long
before
they
arrive
in
the
been
stated
above,
it
is
obvious
that
a
new
a portion of his force to erect a house there
in readiness, until his frigate sails, to answer
the epidemic was then in New Orleans.
Mediterranean.— Com. Adv.
on ; but if possible, he is to proceed him route has been opened to the Polar Sea, and
any call which Towson may be disposed to
“ Mv good woman,” said the evangelist,
self with an adequate party, and explore the■ that the large blank which formerly struck as he offered her a tract, “ have you got the
make upon him. The New York papers
The N. Y. Mercantile Advertiser says— ridicule the conduct of the wooden-headed
river to the coast the same season, erecting the eye, on surveying the map, will now in gospel here ?”
“ Among the importations at this port, within Commodore, who in addition to his servility
conspicuous land mark at its month, and a gre#t measure be filled up. Captain Back
“ No, sir, we ha’n’t,” replied the old a few days, we observe Oats from Turks and man-worship, shows himself to be a sec
leaving notice of his intention to return the1 will, we believe, have much interesting infor- crone, “ but they’ve got it awfully down to Island, White Bf.ans from Trieste, Flour
ond Falstaff in valor. So little danger, they
ensuing spring, in case Captain Ross shouldI mation to communicate, respecting his obser- New O’leens !”
from England, and Corn from New Orleans say, was apprehended of a collision, that even
1
vations
on
the
Aurora,
the
changes
on
the
—
and
what
is
the
more
remarkable,
it
is
be

be making progress along this part of the
The question was a puzzle.
the police officers did not deem it necessary
lieved these articles will afford a good profit to bind over the parties to prevent the peace
shore. He is to take care, however, to re needle as he drew northward, &c. The ex
to the importers.”
turn before the commencement of winter, treme cold experienced, we learn, was 70
of the city from being disturbed.
Etymology of the word Yankee.—When
'to avoid any undue exposure of his men. degrees below zero.
the
New
England
Colonies
were
first
settled,
String Beans.—Those of our friends who
The expedition returned to Fort Reliance,
ffy^A Scene.—A few evenings since, a
During the winter he is directed to con
their inhabitants were obliged to fight their are fond ----of string.........
beans. ............
would do
-- well
—. to
— ,! conceited coxcomb, not remarkable for his
struct two boats capable of navigating the which place Capt. Back left on the 20th
wav against many nations of Indians. They pick, strip and cutas many as thejr think intellect or his inches, dressed a-la-buckram,
l*olar Sea ; and as early as possible in the March, 1835, and travelled on snow shoes
found but little difficulty in subduing them proper for use next winter and have them dri- w¡th high-heeled boots and head erect, and
to
Fort
Chipewyan.
From
this
station
he
ensuing spring, again to descend to its
ed—they will shrivel up very much and ap- bat ‘forever new,’ ushered himsplf into the
departed on the 28th May, and arrived at all, except one tribe, who were known by pear as though they must forever be useless, bar-room of a hotel in this city, with that afshores.
the
name
of
Yankoos,
which
signifies
invin

il His proceedings afterwards are neces Lachine as already mentioned, on the 6th
but don’t be frightened—when they aie well
cible.
The Yankoos were at last subdued dried, put them into a bag or box and lay fected swell, which nothing but a ‘ shred or
sarily left much to his own judgment.
He inst.
humanity’ would ever think it necessary to
Thus has terminated an expedition, un by the New England men, and the remains them away.
assume. His bearing wa§, 1 twigged’ by a jo
^s first to push on to Cape Garry, where his
of this nation fagreeable to the Indian cus
When it is desirable to use them, take a vial son of the ocean, (a little elated,) who,
Majesty’s late ship Fury was wrecked ; on dertaken from the most generous and lofty
tom) transferred their names to the conquer portion—soak them until they become fully with a patronizing tone and look, exclaimed,
^the remaining stores of which it is known motives of which our nature is susceptible,
ors.
For a while they were called Yan swelled, then boil them and you vyill agree advancing towards the object—‘pretty clever
Tthat Capt. Ross in some measure relied ; pursued with the utmost ardour and zeal,
fellow, 1 guess—rather a snub nose though P
koos
;
but from a corruption, common to with us that they are excellent.
3but in making for this point, whether by and conducted in safety through dangers and
Bangor Farmer.
‘You are an impudent scoundrel,’vociferated
names in all language?, they got through
Ahe east or the west, he will be governed by difficulties of no ordinary kind, with the
the exasperated entity, ‘ to speak in that man
time
the
name
of
Yankees
—
a
name
which
the position of the mouth of the river, and most consummate wisdom.
A Desirable Woman.—1 A subscriber’ up ner to a stranger and a gentleman !’ ‘ Ah P
we
hope
will
be
equal
to
that
of
the
an

other local circumstances, as he progres
Capt. Back arrived in Montreal this
town has poured out to us nearly a sheet full said be of the stars and stripes, ‘ I see how it
sively ascertains them. While passing a- morning, and will leave for New York in a cient Romans.
of lamentations over the miseries which he is—a little scant in the upper works'—tapping
long the coast, he is to keep a vigilant look day or two, in order to embark in the pack
and his family are daily suffering, from the his finger very significantly upon his ‘ knowl
Anecdote of a Delaware Pilot, Dicky annoyances of the female head of a family edge-box.’) It was capital—it was irresisti
out upon the shore for any signal or indica et of the 16th inst. for Liverpool.
ble 1 The done up dandy decamped.—Argus.
tion of the party which he was in search of,
The preceding notice has been hurriedly West.—“ On one occasion, he had been put occupying upper apartments in the same
(particularly at the entrance of the Hecla thrown together, and it is not improbable on board a vessel bound up, inside the Capes, house with himself. In summing up her al
A gentleman called for a glass of beer the
and Fury Straits, should he take the east some mistakes may have crept into it, which, a little before dark.—After taking the com most innumerable lights and shadows of char
acter, he describes her as a woman who ‘ can otheuday at a noted restaurateur, and was
ern passage :) and in the event of his meet with every attention on our part, is scarcely mand, ordering the sails to be trimmed to jump higher, squat lower, talk faster, lick
served with a very diminutive tumbler. Af
ing them previous to his arrival at Cape possible to avoid, when writing on such a catch what they might of a light breeze, and more children, waste more rain water, spill ter paying for it he remarked to mine host,
fortifying
himself
with
a
stiff
rummer
of
Garry, he is to offer to return and conduct subject.
more grease, keep more cats, use more foul that if Æe should get larger tumblers he would
brandy, ('being previously pretty well prirh- words, and piratical oaths, and, finally eat sell more beer !—N. Y. Spirit of the Times.
them to the Hudson’s Bay Settlement. Or,
The ABridl Ship.—We notice in a Lon ed,) he stretched himself on the starboard more onions, and drink more gin than any
shotrld be find any indication of their hav
No more than right.—The papers say that
The second other woman within the sound of the City
ing been on any part of the coast before his don paper a description of a vessel now con hen coop and fell fast asleep.
Josiah Perham, Jr. of Hallowell, who failed
Hall
clock
at
2
o
’
clock
in
the
morning.
’
If
mate
whose
watch
it
was
on
deck,
missing
structing
in
that
city
for
an
aerial
voyage
to
arrival, he is to search minutely for some
last winter and compromised with his credit
It is of an oblong shape, pointed at our friend’s cheerful chat, and anxious to this is not a very desirable wife, mother, and
i memorial, that may lead to the discovery Paris.
neighbor, commend the dissatisfied to bed ors for 50 per cent, has since, by fortunate
hear
more
of
the
news
after
a
long
absence,
both
ends,
and
it
is
supposed
that
if
floated
< of their intentions ; and proceed, in the especulations,become rich and paid the full
lam.— N. Y. Sun.
vent of success, in whatever practicable di in the air and the wind should be in the right determined to rouse him. Lighting a brim
amount. This is trumpeted as something
rection may seem best calculated to lead direction, it would place itself in the direc stone match, he placed it under the sleep
A wag being asked what could have indu wonderful. ’Tis a pity such instances of
him to them.
But whatever may be his tion of the current and move swiftly without er’s nose and let him have a good snuff. ced a certain horse to bite his owner, a cler honesty are so rare.—Bangor Adv.
^prospects of success, he is on no account to oscillation. If the wind should be slightly Dicky was on his feet in a moment, and gyman, replied, “ doubtless the animal had of
The Baltimore and Washington Rail Road
prolong his search beyond such a period of contrary, the proprietors hope Indirect it sang out to the man at the wheel—u Hard ten h&ard his master say, that ‘ all fiesh is
was opened in form on Tuesday, 25th ult.
grass' ”
the year, (varying from the 12th to the 20th by two fan-like wings or fins and a rudder up—1 smell h—11.”
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have been ascertained to have been sacrifi
B0WD01N COLLEGE.
* I Gubernatorial Nomination.—Möst cheerful
ced.—Marshal the Duke de Trevise, struck
MAIL ARTICLES.
At the late commencement at Bowdoin ly do we concur in recommending to the
in the heart by a ball ; General de Ladias^e
College the degree of A. B. was conferred on ] people of this State, the nomination of the
LATER FROM EUROPE.
Melancholy fate of Mathias the Prophet.— the following young gentlemen, viz :
de Terigny. struck on the forehead by a bad ;
! Hon. WILLIAM KING, for Governor. A
Attempt upon the lives of the King of the: —Captain Villate, aide de-camp to Marshal : We have just received the melancholy parGeorge W. Adams, Stephen Allen, Charles i more judicious selection could not be made •
French, and of the heirs to the Crown.
Maison ; Lieut. Col. Rieussec, of the 8th Le iticulars of the end of .Mathias the Prophet, E. Allen, Edward W. Bailey, Joseph Blake, ! —a better man could not be presented for
The New Bedford Mercury of Saturday gion, struck by three balls ; Messrs Prudhom- i which we hasten to give to the public.
’
furnishes us with the following interesting in ine, Richard, Leger, and Bennetter, Grena j When Mathias had completed his impris- George W. Creasey, Josiah Crosby, Charles the support of the friends of good governDame, Ebenezer Dole, Edmund Flagg, I ment. In him the people will find a man
telligence from Paris. The packet ship Po diers of the 8th Legion ; a colonel in the ar j onment at Sing-Sing, he came by stealth to
land, Capr. Anthony, from Havre, July 31, my, two citzens, a woman and a child, whose i this city. His first inquiry was for Mr Wes- William Fly, Pearson Follansbee, Luke Hili, i possessed of those qualities necessary for the
Alexander Johnston, Edward M. E. Keating, faithful and efficient discharge of the respon
for New York, was spoken on Friday off Gay names we were unable to learn.
i tern, his former counsel. He told him a pit- Edwin Leigh, Nathan Longfellow, Thomas sibilities lcsling
pOn me
resting (l
upon
the r^xecuiive
Executive ot
of th®
Head, by the pilot boat Hornet, Capt. Hursal
All Paris was in commotion at this daring I eons tale of his destitution. “ I had,” said N, Lord, Asabel Moore, Sewell Paine, Albert: State ; a man capable of discharging those
of Cutty hunk, by which opportunity Capt. attempt to destroy the life of the king and he, “ only halfa dollar in my pocket when I
W. Parris, Henry V. Poor, George L. Preu- (arduous duties with that satisfaction now
Anthony forwarded to the editor of the Mer his three sons.
I Z-V.-.-.
‘
__ — Purrinton,
. * . . Angus-1
A
i left Sing-Sing, and that 1 paid for my pas- tlCMO
tiss, Joseph
Prince,
George
which he gave when he formerly occupied
cury, Paris papers to July 30. They contain
I
sage
down.
”
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Mr
Western,
being
a
benevo

Galignani’s Messenger of the 30th says :—
tus
C.
Robbins,
Frederic
Southgate,
Albert the Gubernatorial chair ; and a man who will
the following narrative of an attempt to de The number of victims is much more consid- lent man and having
_ a kindness for Mathias
____ G. Tenney, William Williams, Timothy R. j be the Governor of the State, and not of a
stroy the lives of the King, of his sons, and erable than was at first believed.—Several
spite of his impostures, very. readily
put
r-A. Young, also on Bela T. Hitchcock of the I| Partyof some of the principal officers of his court, persons wounded were immediately taken to I his handin
his pocket, and pulled out three class of 1834.
'
Under this impression, we have placed the
while attending a review in celebration of the their own homes, and therefore were not.i iniij- i' . .......... “‘ there” said he, “ Mathias, there’s
The degree of A. M. was conferred on the ‘ nomination of the Hon. William King, of
revolution of the Three Days, which, eluded in the fist before published. The
|
^
jree
dollars,
leave
oft
’
all
your
nonsense,
and
’___
following young gentlemen in course, viz :'' Bath, at the head of our editorial columns
although it failed in its principal object, pro number of killed and wounded is said to be
.... .
You have I see cut off your Charles E. Abbot, Joseph C. Ayer, Cyrus A. I■ believing that it will meet the views and
10 work.
ved/fatal to a number of distinguished persons 34, including 16 who died immediately, or beard—but your whiskers yet want a good
Bartol, John Copp, Albert G. Dole, Daniel R. i wishes of the Whig party, and of the honest
FbP ni’Hniriiv
¡VI«if
I».A
TT
who were attending upon the King.—B. Pat. subsequently perished from their wounds. deal of
pruning.” Mathias
’ heart melted.
He <i Goodwin, Frederic J. Goodwin, jâhn Jolmsns- li and independent of all parties—and that he
[From Galignani’s Messenger.]
Mr Western his
gaveMr
Ins left hand. “ Here’s j ton, Ebenezer Moore, Horatio Southgate, will command as large a share of votes aS
Among them was M. Labronste, aged 70, a gave
member
of
the
Legion
of
Honour,
one
of
the
my
left
hand
to
you
Mr
VVestern
in
token
of
■
Henry
G.
Storer
and
Henry
A.
True.
ATTEMPT UPON THE KING’S LIFE
any candidate the Whigs can offer.
oldest receivers of taxes of Paris. His my gratitude—my red right-arm
riMit-arm I must re
reAnd, out of course, on Randolph A L Cod
BY AN INFERNAL MACHINE.
In recommending him to the Whigs in
1816 , ; —
Gardiner
...... - this section of the State, we would urge upon
Paris, July 29.—It is with the deepest wounds are very serious, but hopes are enter serve for my Father in Heaven, whose work 1 -man,
---- , —
....... .. Kellogg, 1827 ?•’,Phi
nmeas
1
Rin
Cflllpil
nnnn
tn
nprfnrtn
_
______
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.
concern that we lay before our readers the tained that his life may be saved.—Out of I am called upon to perform."
Barnes, James T. McCobb, and Kiah B. Sew- them the necessity of using all prudent exerMathias then went to see his wife and chil all, 1829; John Baker, Joseph Packard, and I lion and zeal for effecting his election, Thedetails ot the above horrible event, which eight persons carried to the Hospital St. Lou
dren. She would not receive him, she would Reuben Seiders, 1831.
took place at the review yesterday. After is, 4 have undergone amputation.
strong partizan feeling which exists in the
At the moment the explosion took place, not live w'ith him, she utterly refused to have
having passed along the Boulevard to the farThe degree of M. D. was conferred on ' dominant party, and the tenacity with which
iherest point at which the National Guards the King had inclined slightly on one side to any thing to do with him. Mathias bore it William Adams, Royal M. Ayer, Madison ! they adhere on all occasions, whether right
patiently. He stretched out his left hand, Bray, Henry S. Dearborn, Samuel Dinsmore, j or wrong, to party men and measures, may
and the troops were drawn up, his Majesty, receive a petition.
The Duke de Broglie received a bullet put it on the head of one of his boys and e- Ezekiel D. French, William L. Harmon’ induce the belief that all exertions of the
accompanied by the Duke of Orleans,; the
jacnlated a blessing.
Duke de Nemours, the Prince de Joinville, through the collar of his coat.
William Hunnewell, Natfjaniel J. Knight,.; Whigs to elect their candidate will be fruitIn Paris, on the 28th, a grand dinner was
From this place he went in search of Isa Joseph H. North, Alvah Parker, Noah4 O. i less.5. Be this as it may, the condition ofpoand a numerous and brilliant Staff, was re
of.poat the Tuilleries, at which all the Am bella, the black woman, who is still a believer Parker, Hazard A. Potter, Joseph F. Potter, litical affairs requires of every man prompt
turning along the same line to the Place Ven- given
■
dome, where the troops were to file off be bassadors and Foreign Ministers were pres of his divine mission. They talked, and Putnam Simonton, Samuel M. Smith, Hen- and energetic action ;—certain it is, that
fore him. At twelve, at the moment when 'ent. At dinner and throughout the evening, prayed, and mingled their tears together. ry A. True, and Aurelius L. Weymouth.
without this nothing can he accomplished,
he had reached the Boulevard du Temple, a the
'
King displayed the utmost calmness. He Finishing this scene die took his departure to
No honorary ¡degrees were conferred.
_____
...... o______
........
with
it every thing
may be7 ;—
and were there
little before the Theatre des Funambules, a I frequently expressed in affecting terms his!! Newark to see his brother who lives there.
Jedidiah Cobb, M. D. of Cincinnati, Ohio, not the smallest prospect of success, still it
11
tremendous explosion, resembling
irregular | ,esret at the death of Marshal Mortier and The public papers have told us what befel was elected Professor of Anatomy and Surge-1 would be a duty to oppose to the utmost, the
him at Newark. He was compelled to leave ry in the Medical School of Maine, and Will-; reign of misrule to which the country is now
platoon firing was heard. At
. first it was supother victims of the day.
^he Deputies remaining in Paris also went that town, such was the excitement of the ¡am Perry, M. D. of Exeter, N. H. was elect- ■ subject, and which is rapidly approach! igtoposed to be a discharge of fire works, but the
w
. .
-5 —r
f”'
‘ of" the
■ victims
'
_ soon. _revealed
_____
falling
and’ cries
to the Palace of___
the Tuilleries,
- -T.... . .v~, ....v,..
when M. w.Col- mob against him.
ed a lecturer on the theory and practice of despotism. But there is a prospect of sucsueFrom Newark he retreated into the coun Medicine for the next course of lectures.
the reality, and excessive confusion ensued
ensued — ! niOt» as Vice President, addressed the Kingin
<cess. With such a man as William Kin»’
ian Infernal Machine had just poured fiirth a a ?Peet>h to which his Majesty replied as fol try, and took his journey towards Lancaster
Daniel R. Goodwin, A. M. was elected fo'r their candidate and a due degree of exershower of
ol balls upon the cortege that surroun- j¡ low.' •—
in Pennsylvania. One evening, however, in Professor of Modern Languages. Before Aion exercised by the Whigs, a stop may be
ded the King! Marshal Mortier, Duke de |! “ J atn sensibly affected with the eagerness one of his dreams, he heard a call from Heav
commencing his labors, he is to spend two put
.................
‘‘
'
*
to further
misrule.
The remedy is in
I revise, fell and expired without uttering a
^1e Chamber of Deputies to afford me a en, as loud as the last trump, saving, “ arise years in Europe.—Portland Advertiser.
their own hands, and let them use it.
I
............
.... .............
word. Several
other
officers
and some of the new testimony of devotedness. It has never my Son, gird up your loins—go’ to Babylon,
Eastport Sentinel.
National
Guards were also
a con|
(meaning New-York) that wicked city, bear
---n.itkilled,
ieu, unuand
a consight of an opportunity of proving its afThe very ingenious astronomical hoax en
siderable number of persons wounded.—The pection for me and my family. I thank you witness against the harlot who sits in her isl
fallingof
some
horses, among which
wasP
You
truth
that this day is for and, and sailh—‘ I am mighty, who shall pre titled “ Great Astronomical Discoveries, lately
C'
------«VIH k.-II
CIO ¡ orit----- ---say
J with
•••Vil II
ULIJ LU
OUR NEXT GOVERNOR.
that of Marshal Mortier, and the capering of me a day °f eternal sorrow,• Yes; I have vail against me ?’ ” Persuading himself of made by Sir John Herschell, L. L. D., F. R.b.
We perceive witlj pleasure that a nomina
^•c.
at
the
Cape
of
Good
Hope,
”
which
has
others, added to the tumult, which it would I seen
‘
perish* *by my side an illustrious Marshal the reality of this vision, he retraced hissteps,
tion for Governor has been made in Cumber
be difficult to describe. During this scene, j and brave Frenchman, whose loss would be passed Newark on his way to New York and been published in very many of the newspa land County and we witness also with gratpers of the day, and extracts from which wei.fi
- - .
------------ ----- b—
the King, whose arm had been grazed by a i less afflicting, had they not fallen by the lodged on Monday or Thursday evening last commenced
publishing yesterday and con- i ’“C811011, that this nomination has been genbullet and whose horse had received a wound ' hands of ot her Frenchmen.”
(we cannot discover exactly which) in a small tinue to-day,—is stated in the New York I era,lY a,lil heartily concurred in. The Hon.
in the neck, maintained the calmness bv
The Moniteur also contains a Royal proc- house by the way side. ‘There he fell in Herald to have been prepared and written Wm. King is again put forward as a candiwhich he is distinguished, and displayed re- I larnation and ordonnance to the following ef- with a couple of men to whom he opened
for the New York Sun, by Mr Locke, form- date for the suffrages off the citizens of this
markable courage by riding up in the direc I feet : “ 7 he Fetes for the celebration of the his mind, and wished to persuade to accom erly
the police reporter of the Courier & En- ^tate» f°r a» office which he has already fib
tion of the house from whence the explosion Anniversary of July, 1830, shall not be con- pany him to New York on a preaching ex
quirer. Mr Locke, it seems, is by birth an led, ably
“kl” and honorably.
..... ~l 1'
came. After the first emotion had passed, ! tinned. A solemn funeral service shall be cursion, as Jonah went to Ninevah.—The
Nobody questions Mr. King’s superior fit
Englishman, a graduate of Oxford or Cam
the cortege continued its route amidst shouts performed
.
. in ___
honor of the victims of the at- men would not believe him. “ Well,” said
ness for this .office,- and we hope
. that at our
- - l)t:- of'• this
• • day.
• ”,,
of joy for the preservation of the King’s life, Í ten,
Mathias, after a great deal of his fantastical bridge—was intended for the Church, but in
[ consequence of some youthful love affair a- j co,nine election, no man will permit mere
and threats of vengeance against the assas- jI The Government
............................
IU- that one fu- nonsense, “ to remove thy want of faith, 1
had decided
i bandoned religion for astronomy. It matters | Pa,n.v considerations to induce him to vote a^ms. The bodies of the slain and the per-1 neral procession shall be formed in honor of will show thee a miracle.
Let you and I | but little, whether he be English or French,; &a’nst such a man, for our Governor. Let
sons who were wounded were immediately i al1 the victims of Tuesday, instead of taking jump from the deck of the steam-boat into
; or of Luner extraction, he certainly deserves • us un>le and put in a man into this office,
carried to the Cafe Ture opposite, where ¡ Pkce sePa« ately. The Chamber of Peers had the North River, and verily 1 will save thee great credit for the. ingenuity, learning and I W!JO 'vi,i
Governor of the State and not
medical assistance was immediately afforded determined to go into mourning for five days and me from the waters.” * He had so work
irresistible drollery which characterize his ■
a ^nad of office-brokers. While no perto such as were still alive. Smoke was seen iroin tbat
’be funerals.
’ ed upon the imagination of one of the fel rnasterpiece of invention, which has actually I son ^r whom we could vote was before the
to proceed from the third story of the house ! Jn the. Chamber of Peers sitting of July 29 lows, that he came along with him to Powles been mistaken for matter of fact by several Pul,^c> we placed the name of the Hon. Geo.
No 50, on the Boulevard du Temple, of tbe Minister of Justice laid before the Cham- Hook on the morning of Tuesday or Friday scientific men. The
editor of the
... .........................
” ' _ Herald
T L ' is ^vans> at “the
j head
J of our columns, as a man
which the ground-floor and first floor were i
a,< ordinance from the King, which was last. They both embarked for New York.—possessing qualifications to render him an acoccupied by a wine dealer named Parault. , rea(l, and in accordance with which the pub- When the boat was half across the river, two intimately acquainted with Mr Locke, having
D- ! cePtable candidate to those ’in our situation.
de
Each story consists of one chamber, which bc gMleries were then cleared, by order of men were observed to jump offinto the’ riv been engaged with him in the editorial. u
■ _ he I ^ut ks we support principles, we are dispois lighted by a single window in front. The tbe President, who declared the Legislative er. One of the men, according to the account partment ot the Courier & Enquirer- ...
■
j sed to relinquish personal preferences, and
house was immediately surrounded, and all fitting closed, and the Chamber formed itself of the boatman, wore a frock coat curiously !j says that Lorkeis an original genius, and ve...........
J ...
I..O
.uauuc.8.
n
ne
Head our feeble support to the man who is in;ry
gentlemanly
in
his
manners.
“
If
he
the persons found in it arrested. The room ■
Didicial Court,
made, and was slender in his person. This ! would come out and tell the public frankiv !
l)-y the .*public
as' —its most suitaI
V
---...V.
|.u.yi>v liauntj
,
.
----- voice
------------- --------in which the machine had been constructed : Girard, the assassin, as stated in the Paris was poor Mathias.—The other was rescued,: •
_____ I •
z> ' . .
.
. J ; hlA
:...
representative in this
station,
is very small, its dimensions being only six Messager, was employed as a dealer in sec but he did not recover his life.
Mathias’ !' the whole secret history of his hoax, he I
we’ have no hesitation in sayj would lose nothing in character or in talents. 1 . Gen. King, ....
und a half feet by sevèn. The machine was ■ ot,(l;l|and articles of all kinds, and was more | body has not yet been found.
j
•• ing, will make a most
excellent and efficient
----------------made with great skill, of wood, with iron bra- Ì particularly engaged in cleaning and repnirThus ends one of the greatest impostors I We tender to him cheerftillv the columns of
the Herald for that purpose/’-Por/Zand Cour. Go.vernor : such a one as Maine emphatically
ces, and extremely solid. The uprights sup- *n& °l‘l fiie-arms, and is a very able and ski!- that has appeared for years.—JV. Y. Herald.
--------- . needs, in her present
I needs,
state in
of her
excited
present
enterstate of excited enter
ported two cross bars of wood, placed paral- iul workman. He was known among his
i( Carrying Coal to Newcastle” is a term ; prise
f,rise and vigorous
v'gorous growth.
V.T want „a
We
lei to the window, and in these were formed ; co»'Paaions to entertain legitimist opinions,
--------V(
,.,
v
irie
jonowinoFrom Michigan.—We^ copy the following which may ere long be as farmliar and well i ,nari now’ wl,° has sagacity to perceive, and
grooves, in which were laid 25 gun-barrels. and was tìven believed that he had re- paragraphs from the Detroit Free Press of
I vigor to execute. Such a’ mail is Williirn
understood among us, as it is in England.
The front cross bar, placed at about a foot s ceived a pension from the Duchess of An- the
‘L 26th
nz?-1 of August:—
*
ui
A few weeks since the attention of some King. We say then, let us go to the polls
from the window, w'as rather lower than that Í isouleme. He is 39 years of age. Notwit hThe Ohio Controversy.—The legislative individuals was called to some appearances as one man, and make him again Governor.
behind, so that the balls might reach the body ¡
the serious nature of his wounds, he council yesterday had this subject under con
of a man on horseback in the middle of the ¡ *s expected to recover, and is now able’ to sideration. They have made an appropria near Jerry’s Point, at Newcastle, in this har It will be an era in the history of the State.
Calais Advertiser.
Boulevard. The charge was so heavy, that I coaverse. Being questioned as to his motives tion of three hundred and fifty thousand dollars bor, which seemed strongly to indicate the
five out of the twenty-five barrels had burst, J
committing such a crime, and urged to to meet any emergency which may arise ; existence of coal beneath the surface. Since
notwithstanding they were very substantial (declare whether he had any accomplices, he and we learn that every arrangement will be then an examination has been made of the
Who are the panic makers 2—Some few
adjacent land at Rye, and at Gerrish’s Island.
and new. The assassin was immediately ta- i \uiiy ailmitted his guilt, and said he knew his made to afford a warm reception to any por
days since there was quite a stir in Wall
And
the
slate
appears
to
be
of
the
same
kind
keninto custody. About three months ago | laie was inevitable ; but as to his motives, he tion of “ the million” of Ohio, that mav vis
street, in consequence of the United States
he hired ffie^rooms of the second and third ¡ e°nfines himself to saying that he disliked’the it our borders. Michigan defends her soil and as that which envelopes the coal mines at Bank drawing on several banks in this city
z, the proprietor.
.v,LU1. He
He : ^U1fer, and further declared, that were he e- her rights, and we would wish our fellow the South. A company has been formed for 300,000 dollars, the payment of which
stories of M. Dallemagne,
gave bis name Girard, ;a mechanician,i and ¡ 'z?n put to the torture, he could not name citizens of Ohio to recollect, that “ thrice is who have taken leases of the land for the created considerable sensation and alarm.
purpose of working, if on further examina
appears to be about twenty four years of age. - b,s aecompl|cesS for in fact, and in truth, he he armed who has his quarrel just ”
tion their anticipations of finding coal are 1 he presses under pay of the government
His room has a window in front and anoth j had none. Nevertheless, a woman who réWar ! War ! .'-Orders have been issued realized.—Portsmouth Journal.
immediately set up a hue and cry against the
er behind, and he had taken the precaution sides behind the house, has déposed, that an foi volunteers to rendezvous at Mulholland’s
We are not Geologists enough to deter Bank, and charged the institution with en
to fasten a rope to the latter, to assist him in mstant 'after the explosion she saw two men, in the county of Monroe, on the first Septem
deavoring to create a panic, and to make mo
making his escape.
By the bursting of j both wounded, making their escape. In the ber next, for the purpose of resisting the mil mine whether the indications above named,
ney scarce—now let us see where the fault
some of the barrels, at the moment of the ex i room of Girard, two white hats of different itary encroachments of the State of Ohio are such as to warrant the opinion/ that coal lies. When the drafts arrived it was suggest
plosion, the assassin was wounded in the Lstzes were found, which would indicate that 1 he Territory it is expected will be on the exists in Newcastle. The usual accompani ed, and very properly, that the deposits
forehead, the neck and the lip. Notwith at least two parties were cognizant to the alert, and we understand services will be ac ments, Shale and Sandstone, have not to our banks having nearly three millions of dollars
knowledge, yet been discovered. A species
standing his wounds he rushed out of the construction of the murderous engine.—Up cepted from all quarters.
of dark slate, which when heated, knells of the people’s money in specie, should meet
window. Some Police officers having ran wards of one hundred arrests, it is stated,
the payment, and then, in order not to make
strongly ofbitumen and sulphur, is, we be
into the inner court, and seeing Girard slip have already been made.
A letter published in the Natchez Courier
money scarce or create an unnecessary panic
ping down the rope, one of them exclaimed,
'1 he Journal du Commerce savs the blow from Madison county, (Mi.) 24th uIt. states lieve the. only substance that has induced the j in the market, the debtor banks, at their conbelief in its existence.
However, the fact
, ‘ Ah wretch 1 we have you.’ Girard who was the result of calculation—thè whole dy
that few arrests and no new developments can be easily determined by boring, and the jl venience, could repay the several amounts
was at the moment at the height of a wall, nasty was at once to be annihilated. The occur now • tk-.t ♦i.Q7 .
fj
vciupments vau oe ea^iy uetermmed
,nte,n.al danger haspass- I enterprising proprietors will no doubt forth- borrowed. This propositipn or suggestion
threw himself over it into an adjoining court’ assassin in order not to miss the King strikes ed • and th4t nn i
was instantly discarded by the deposite banks,
entma
nid
oft?
f^
,,
P
rehensi
1
ons
need be with commence operations.
•
and there a police officer apprehended him. at random on 20 persons. Women, National
and the Manhatten, taking advantage of the
amed of the few scattered remnants of
He was placed upon a hand-barrow, and con Guards, mere spectators, fall under his balls. entei
Portsmouth
iN*.
H.
Gaz.
the abolition crew.
opportunity, began to put the screws on her
veyed to the Conciergerie.
A brave Marshal whom death h^d spared on
neighbors, and at that moment of panic, not
Heart-rending event.—The most distressing
The Minister of th^ Interior, the Prefect of twenty fields of battle—a soldier o£ the Re
Halley\s Comet.—This interesting visiter is accident we almost ever heard of is stated to | only drew in every thing within reach, hut
Police, and several Magistrates went to the public and the Empire, laden with years and
¡sent in her checks on one bank alone for
house, and in the assassin’s chamber they ; glory, has perished at the side of the King in at hand—at least, so say Professor Olmstead have occured near Colburn, on Saturday
! 8195,000. The consequence was that every
and
Mr.
Loomis,
of
Yale
College,
who
have
found the remains of the infernal machine a moment of solemn festivity by a dastardly
under the following circumstances
Henry
small bank, not prepared at the moment, felt
still smoking, a straw bed and fire lighted. A ! assassin.
J published a card, staling that they have at lanner, a young Englishman, residing on a
the pressure, and were compelled to borrow,,
length,
by
the
aid
of
a
first
rate
telescope,
delay of half a second perhaps in the explo '
1 he Temps says—The imagination is stu
larm in that neighborhood, with his mother and at the same time a general retrenchment
sion saved the life of the King. The cortege pì bed m reflecting on what the state of the caught a view of it. If this is correct, it will and younger children, (who had but three
took place—people became frightened, and
advanced in the following order.—The King; country would become by the loss of the soon he visible to the naked eye.
weeks ago only arrived from England to join for the time a panic prevailed.
the Prince de Joinville, the Duke of Orleans’ King.
him,) going into the house from his labor, he
Thus we see that when the United State®
Andrew Morse, Jr. of Bloomfield, Maine, found the children playing with a pairof per
the Duke de Nemours, Marshal Lodau and
Bank, in preparing to wind up, calls in her
(says
a
writer
of
the
Boston
Courier,)
has
re

Marshal Mortier.—AH those in the cortege
Later from England.-The ships St. An
cussion pistols. Having a cap in his pocket, debts, the managers of the deposite banksr
who were wounded were nearly on the same drew, and John Baring, have arrived at New- cently invented a “ perpetual motion”—in he thought to amuse them by snapping it off;
! and the great foreign monopolist, the Man
line as Marshal Mortier.
York from Liverpool, both having sailed July other words, a self-moving machine, and when a friend cautioned him’ not to point the hattan, taking the lead, instead of making the
The news of the attempt was rapidly prop 30, and bringing London papers to the 29th. “ intends shortly to embark for England with pistol towards the children, least by possibili
money market easy, which they are hound to1agated through the capital, and produced a 1 he bill for abolishing imprisonment for debt, the view of claiming the bounty of £20,000, ty it might be loaded. On this he turned his do,
and have contracted to do, being in pos
offered
by
the
British
Government
for
the
hand
behind
him,
not
thinking
of
his
mother
powerful sensation. General de Rumigny, had passed through the committee of the
session
of the people’s money, they set to work
construction
of
such
a
machine.
”
being seated in that direction, and pulled
Aide de Camp to the King, set off at full gal House of Commons, but it was doubtful
to make money scarce—to drive the needy
lop to inform the Queen that his Majesty and whether the session would not expire before
the trigger. The pistol was loaded, and the
into their private broker’s shop to be usurousthe Princes had escaped the danger, fearing it would pass into a law. The Chancellor of
es Gaughan, the British Minister ball passed directly through her chest ’ The ly shaved, and then give orders to their press
that she might have been seriously alarmed if the Exchequer had given notice of his desire at Washington, has obtained leave of ab poor woman, we are told, stood up for a mo
she had heard of the event from any one to meet gentlemen disposed to contract for a sence» for the PurPose of visiting England, ment, on receiving the wound, and exclaim es to cry out against the United States Bank,
The hour of delusion is about passing athat had not witnessed it. In passing along new loan, under the provisions of the act fori and has taken his passage in the Toronto, ing, ‘ Oh ! Henry ! what have you done ?”
way.
The people have long suspected that
the lines he mentioned to several officers the abolition of slavery.
which sailed yesterday from N. York for fell at his feet. The poor fellow himself, as this constant unwearied attack on the United
what had occurred, and soon there was not a
I he American ship of the line Delaware, London. Mr. Bankhead will remain in the may be expected, has been in a state of fren States Bank concealed speculative objects,
soldier that remained ignorant of it. As the frigate Potomac and sch. Shark, had been ly capacity of Charge d’Affairs during his ab zy ever since, and it is thought, will never
and that the parties were shaving with the
troops of the line did not extend to the Bou ing in sight of Malta for several days previous sence.
recover his senses again. An inquest was
levard du Temple, they were ordered to shift to July 5. The Delaware afterwards sailed
held on the body on Monday—verdict accor deposites for their private gains, whilst they
were creating a scarcity and attempting to
in thatdirection, that they might be ready to or Tripoli, with the American Consul and
dingly.— Coburg (U. C.) Star.
A convention of editors and publishers in
throw the blame on the U. S. Bank.
act in case of attempt at disturbance. At the his family.
the State of Georgia, was to be held at MilIt is not to be concealed that the de
moment of filing off before the King, the
Michigan.—The Legislative Council of posite or pet banks, having always a large
j
.August, to promote the public
National Guards shouted Vive le Roi ! which Ro.hlay to Gtasgow, blew ,,p July 25. Eigin TOXÄ?
Michigan has held its Special Session, and ad- sum of the people’s money in their vaults,
was answered by the troops of the line._ The or-nme
ost. ami
,,.L ... ,®
u,nuuat *UUUe
or mne lives were lost,
and several other
per
journed. lhey adopted, by an unanimous j are bound to prevent a panic by keeping the
Guards of the 8th legion, which had lost sons were severely wounded.
A fire decured in Salem on Friday mor vote, a report disapproving of the compro money market easy. They can do this and
some of its officers and men, added cries of
A rail road is proposed to be constructed
Ji bas les assassins ! I he ¡King returned to from Belgium to Paris. The cost is estima ning last, entirely destroying one dwelling mise proposed by the U. S. Commissioners, it must be made the condition of their hold
house, nearly consuming another, and severe Messrs. Rush and Howard, and passed an act ing the public monies. They stand pledged
the Tuilleries about five o’clock, evidently ted at 70 to 80,000,000 francs.
appropriating $310,000 to maintain the su to do every thing for the people that the U.
ly
damaging a third.
deeply affected-by the scene he had witness
Boston Patriot.
premacy of the laws of the territory of Mich btates Bank has done and the responsibility
ed. During the whole of the afternoon and
igan, from the encroachments of Ohio. The of keeping their word should be enforced.
M
r. Weld bids “ Good Night” to the N.
evening crowds flocked out of curiosity to
Mr. May last week attempted to deliver an
Detroit Journal states that this fund is placed
jy: K Star.
the melancholy spot, in consequence of abolition lecture in Haverhill, Mass, and was E. Galaxy. Messrs. Masters & Marden
in the hands of the acting governor, to be dis
which a strong detachment ot Municipal diiven from the pulpit, and the congregation have transferred the establishment to Messrs.
posed of as be may think proper. The only
Guards was stationed there to keep the peace. dispersed, by « a volley of stones and lighted Samüel Condon and Henry F. Harrington.
A White Frost.—The Loui^ille Journal
other measures of the Council were the pass
The following are the persons whose lives fire crackers,” thrown through the windows. Mr. Harrington takes the place ofMr. Weld
says,
that there has been a severe White frost
ing of four acts for the incorporation of Rail
as junior editor^
m lennessee, Alabama, and South Carolina,
Roads.
»jppmg tlw buds of Van Burenis^
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United States Bank.—The Jackson pa
Anti-Slavery.—We have been requested
pers in Maine are denouncing this institu to give place in our columns, to the Address
HYMENEAL.
PROBATE NOTICES,
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 1885 tion with uncommon bitterness at this time, of the Anti-Slavery Society of Portland,
MARRIED—In Saco, on Monday morning
charging it with oppression and othe*r inisde- ( which has recently been published in
i two or last, by Rev. Mr. Johnson, Mr. Daniel Cleaves At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, with
WHIG NOMINATIONS.
in and for the County of York, on the first
meanors. The cause of all this bluster is ap-1 more of the papers in that, city,
. ,
This ad of Biddeford, to Miss Hannah M., daughter of
Monday, of September, in the year of our
FOR GOVERNOR,
Mr.
J
onathan Tucker of Saeo.
"'"I efficiei’
68 "eeessj-'l
parent, of course, to all who possess the least ' dress is a temperate and well-written paper,
Lord
hundred and thirty-five, by the
In
Limerick,
Mr.
Isaac
Emery
of
Liimngton,
illiam kiw of Bath discernment. It is just before election. The and we should be willing to comply with the to Miss Emily Eastman of Limerick.—Mr. John Hon. eighteen
W M. A. HAYES, Judge of said
FOR SENATORS, (YORK COUNTY.)
Court :
most important misdemeanor with which ) wish of our friend, in this instance, although Burnham, to Miss Lydia H. Perkins.
'■•«pableof
dl,he> with tl,», “ ''Ml
In Soiith Berwick, Mr. Robert Harding, to
AMUEL RANDALL and SAMUEL W.
HORACE PORTER, of Kennebunk',
they now charge the bank, is unnecessarv j we are decidedly opposed to the measures of Miss Abigail H. Seaver, daughter of Josiah W.
e S'1« when he f “"sfa'4
JONES, named Executors in a certain
JAMES McARTHUR, of Limingloti.
and oppressive curtailments.
This is with- ■ the Anti-Slavery Society, if we did not be- i Seaver, Esq.
¡"'"“lorial chai,., i®8'1!«!»
instrument purporting to be the last will and
JONATHAN HAMMOND, oj Eliot.
,uver"or»f>he’si
out any foundation in truth. A synopsis of lieve that it would prove an entering wedge —
testament of David Legro, late of Lebanon, in
OBITUARY
FOR COUNTY TREASURER, (YORK COUNTY.)
the situation of the Bank for the last quarter, ( for a protracted discussion of this exciting —
said county, gentleman, deceased, having
. _ ___
ARCHIBALD SMITH,of Alfred.
the data for which were obtained at head topic, forwuh
;.., ju
»i «lluls
Which,
‘just
at thisujumem,
moment,we
’we ! DIED—In Saco, 6th inst., Mrs. Sarah L., presented the same for probate :
ORDERED—That the said executors give
quarters, has recently been published, from i have neither inclination or room. It is hardly {wife
i _UnofU1Mr. Lewis Wakefield, aged 26 years.
([/“Election, Next Monday, Sept. 14
v —On the 7th, Mr. Willjam Dix of Portland, notice to all persons interested, by causing a
which it appears, that the loans of the Bank possible that the publication ofthis address aged 42.
copy ofthis order to be published three weeks
Town Representative.—The Whigs of
' 'k” Wing panv ', ,e ,i('k
Miss Sarah Thompson. successively, in the Kennebunk Gazette,
j were greater on the first of the present month, would not be followed by requests from the { In Kennebunk-port,
k'”
Kennebunk
will
support
J
ames Lord, on
pendent <»fa||
?nJ °ftbeL
printed at Kennebunk, that they may ap
Î than they were on the first of last month, or { opponents to the doctrines of that Society, for j A child of Mr. John Wildes, jr.
Monday next, for re-election as Representa
'."»nd ns large a 1 h’'’"'1
pear at a Probate Court to be held at Al
indeed, for any period within the last eighteen i the republication of long articles which they !
lred, in said county, on the first Monday of
SHIP NEWS.
n'o/’* tive from this town to the State Legislature. months! It also appears that the general and ! might consider able and conclusive—fusNovember next, at ten of the clock in the fore
"■""ending|,i,„ ’"*■
The high estimation in which Mr. Lord is
KENNEBUNK, SEPt/iS, 1835
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why «
,n
State wL i.W
held by his townsmen, of all parties, as a usual reduction of business, during the last Tice’would then require that the other side
the said instrument should not be proved, ap
""cessiVofusi
“Mtirg,
quarter
ofthis
year,
is
much
smaller
than
dushould
be
heard,
and
so
we
should
have
colARRIVED.
neighbor and a citizen, and the satisfactory
Sept. 5—Schs. Ploughboy, Webber, Boston, proved and allowed as the last will and tes
ze»l »<>r eflbetittg hi, J
ring the corresponding quarter of last year.
umns of word^ on a subject in which a mamanner in which he performed his duties last
with Iron and Cotton for Moilsam Manufacturing tament of the said deceased.
“ What is more striking,” says the Phila- ) jority of our readers feel little or no interest, ■ Company;—Moro, Emery, do.;—6—bri/>‘Her
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Vw1y,»..dthe?enX*exists ¡I1l
winter, leave no room to doubt that his nomi
A true copy,—Attest,
delphia National Gazette in reference to the I without satisfying either party or effecting, schel!, Dawson, do ; 9“—sch. Grape, Ward, do.
V 1..L1 '
"■eonalloer-wiA
J"11« nation for re-election will be very
generally
. „
, fact last mentioned, “ it appears the reduction ;
.
& merchandise to sundry individuals.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
, to partyX, 7
«ceeptable and will be sustained by a strong ! °f business this year is far less than it was 1 an-V ^oo '
With these views we must deSept. 12.
’
MEMORANDA.
e belief that all
Vote.
j last year.
j cline copying the article alluded to.
We
Cleared at Boston, 4th, brig Herschel], Daw
,e ?e' 'h.e'"'cunditlate S":i
Thus the increase of loans during the quarter j hope the reasons will be satisfactory to all son,
Jit a Court of Probate held at Alfred, within
for this port.
this ns it may t|le
last
year
was
only
««n
no
$123,000
00
I
concerned.
and for the County of York, on the first
The Election.—We would renewedly i
Ar.
at
Providence,
3d
inst.
sch.
Marcia,
Smith,
i AW rtCiCt 00
nn
«quires of eve,. , "",lll
While this year it is
1,477,000
Saco.
Monday of September, in the year1 of our
urge
the
W
higs of York County io be ac
■■gene »«¡on
“
The falling off'of the Domestic
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty five, by the
Ar. at New-Orleans, 20th ult. brig Nahant,
Vermont.—The annual election of State
tive and vigilant on Monday next. If; through
his iioihinir can |
Bills which last year was
Parker, Boston. Off the Bar, 19th, barque Po
5,265,000 00
Hon. WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of
e7 ibiiigtuybeLa^
officers
took
place
in
Vermont
on
the
1st
their supineness and negligence, the Jackson And this year is
mona, Nason, from New Yoik. In the River, 5
3,333,000 00
said Court:
brigs.
inst.
There
were
three
candidates
for
Gov

sliest prospect of SUcee?'i party elect their candidates by increased ma- i Making « total reduction in this
APHETH PERKINS, named executor in
Ar at Boston, 7th, sch. Ano-erona, Jordan,
a duty to oppose to the ti? jorilies, they will pioclahn the result as evi-I . q¡,ar'e!'°f laSt year uf
5,142,414 23 ernor, viz : Palmer, the present incumbent,
a certain instrument purporting to be the
Saco.
nsrule to which t/1P
1,855,625 58 supported by the anti-masons and part of the
last will and testament of Isaac Perkins, late
Ar.
at
New
Orleans,
23d
ult.
barque
Pomona,
dence of the decrease of whig principles and I
of Wells, in said county, yeoman, deceased,
whigs ; Paine, supported by a portion of the Nason, N. York. Adv. brig Mexico, Lord, ft. or
the increasing popularity of the administra- i Being a reduction last year, be
having presented the same for probate :
charter.
tion. While it is not the fact, that the whig ! •yo,jd ,his ^ear
3,286,788 65 whigs, and Bradley, supported by the JackORDERED—That the said executor
SPOKEN.
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
strength has ditninished, there are, we believe ! P'.í 'S n * ■e-year and V’l ‘S A® qaarter son party. The election appears to have ex
Aug.
2,
lat.
51
5,
Ion.
7
24,
ship
Pactolus,
. ,
, ’
, ’
«ciievtj, when the
lg reproached with ruinous cited very little interest. Sufficient returns
ing a copy of this order to be published three
Wise, from Savannah for Liverpool.
very many who have been ardent supporters I diminution of its business.
«
5th inst. lat 39 27, Ion 69 45, brig Rupert, weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
have
not
yet
been
received
to
enable
us
to
of Gen. Jackson and his measures, who now 1 The Branch at New York was denounced
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
Rankin, from Bangor for Matanzas.
begin seriously to enquire whether they have i as
theatre of this ruinous reduction. Yet form any opinion as to the result.
appear at a Probate Court to be held at
Eastport
appears
the
not been deceived. Our North Eastern , it 1
........11 from the above statement that
’
North Berwick, jn said county, on the first
Copartnership
Motice.
Cochran
the
Impostor.
—
This
scoundrel
was
1 loans and purchases of bills there within less
HE copartnership now existing between ‘ Monday of December next, at ten of the
Boundary question is unsettled and the move
tried
on
three
indictments
in
Oct.
1819,
and
j than a month have increased nearly half a
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if
next governor.
the subscribers under the firm of
sentenced to the Massachusetts State Prison
ments respecting it are suspicious and inex ! million of dollars.
any they have, why the said instrument
with pleasure that a iw
W.
&
J.
BARTLETT,
for
three
years.
A
gentleman
from
South
plicable. The
head or
of the lPost
i ue late neau
ost Office |j It thus appears that the stories so industri
should not be proved, approved and allowed
vernor has been made in Cd pnvdwie.
ously circulated during the last month are to Hadley informs us that Cochran had recently being about to be dissolved, they will sell as the last will and testament of the said de
y 5 and we witness also wid Department, who, it is admitted on all hands,
entire
now on n«uu,
hand, ui
at
figuredin that vicinity, under the assumed their
----- ..... - stock of goods »w»»
«t this nomination has been conducted its affairs in a most disgraceful and tally destitute of foundation. The source of name of “ Jacob the Prophet,” pretending to ' public auction at their store in Wells, on ceased.
It is believed
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
heartily concurred in. The| extravagant manner, has been appointed by them is perfectly understood.
A true copy—Attest,
by all men of observation, that there is an un be a prophet of the Most High God, and to 1 Tuesday, 22d inst., at 10 o’clock A. M., con's again put forward as a m the President, with a full knowledge of all his der current of fraudulent speculation between the power to work miracles. He succeeded ! listing of a general assortment of Dry Goods,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
! suff™g*s of the citizens J
Sept. 12.
the Kitchen Cabinet and the stock gamblers, there in making a number of proselytesand Crockery, Hard Ware, Groceries, Leather,
malpractices,
to
an
important
and
responsi

n office which he has aW
founding a small sect of religionists. As soon Boots, Shoes, &c. &c. &c.
ble public office. The People are beginning ( and whenever it becomes necessary for their as his real name and character become known
id honorably,
WILLIAM BARTLETT,
At a Court ofProbate holden at Alfred, with
I mutual interest to affect the money market,
questions Mr. King’ssupeml to discover, likewise, that they have been ;¡some declarations and statements from Wash- to the inhabitants, he absconded, and went to
JOSEPH BARTLETT.
in andfor the County of York, on the first
9 oftce, and we hope that an grossly deceived by the Jackson presses in I ington are sure to appear. These are false Stratham, N. H. taking with him some of his
Monday of September, in the year of our Lord
N. B. Sales to be continued from day to
•non, no man will permit m
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the Hon
and known to be false when they are put deluded followers, a number of whom were day, until all are disposed of. The^ would
derations to induce him to« regard to the boasted treaties negotiated by ( forth—but before they can he detected, they young females. Fie returned to South Had also give notice to all that have unsettled ac
ourable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
a man, for our Governor, the present administration—in regard to the have produced their effect, the jugglers hav ley not long since in female clothing ! He counts, that they must be settled immediate
Court:
I put in a man into this oS United States Bank—the specie currency,' ing defrauded the credulous who were weak thus escaped recognition, and the fact of his ly, as the Copartnership will be dissolved as
N the petition of William Fogg, a per
Governor of the State and i &c. &c. The lime is not far distant when j enough to believe in the Globe. During the visit was not known until after he had left. soon as their stock is sold, and all unsettled I
son interested in the estate of Pierpont
It is believed that he now occasionally visits
f office-brokers. While no |
Jate of Eliot, in said county, de
the whole machinery by which the adminis-' last month it was necessary for the opera Hadley, and holds secret meetings with his accounts handed over to a third person to
n we could vote was beforei
settle.
W. & J. BARTLETT, ¡ceased, praying that administration of the
tions ofthis gang, that men should be alarm
Wells, September 10, 1835.
* (estate of said deceased, may be granted to
laced the name of the Hon.i (ration party have contrived to lead the peo- {,ed out of their property, and accordingly the deluded followers, most of whom are females.
J head of our columns, as at pie into the support of its measures, and to ioutcry has been that the Bank lent loo little We wish we were able to describe his per
said petitioner :
talifications to render him an influence them to overlook the violations of —
! ORDERED—That the petitioner give no‘ next month it may be that the Bank lends son, as a further means of detection by the
'
FOR
SALE.
i
lidate to those *'¡11 our sittiai the Constitution, the disregard of the laws, too much. Neither reproach ¿will be true, but!; public. He is said to be about 50 years of HP HE subscriber offers for sale a good • tiee thereof to all persons interested in said
pport principles, we are di the corruption, the extravagance and the each
will answer the great object—plunder.” age.—Springfield Mass. Jour.
MOWING FIELD, of about 8 acres,. estate, by causing a copy of this order to be
'
The Portsmouth (N. H.) Gazette of Tues with a good Barn on the same. There is a published in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed
fish personal preferences, 1
Anti-Slavery in Maine.—Under this day last contains the following communica Brook of water runs through the field. It vis in Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks
)le support to the man whois flanBerous assumptions of power by which
ie public voice as its mostsai’t lja® been characterized, will be thoroughly head, a correspondent of the New Hamp tion in relation to this individual:—
situated near the poor house. Any one wishing* successively, that they may appear at a ProWive in this station.
«nderstood by those who have contributed shire Gazette gives some particulars respect
COCHRAN THE IMPOSTOR.
to purchase will please call on the subscriber,a bate Court to be holden at Limerick, in said
g, we have no hesitation in s » •.
.
, v mnuuieu
This
notorious
individual,
whose
wretched
where he can make a good trade. The’ county, on the first Monday in October
ke a most excellent and efe
support—when thousands and tens of ing certain recent movements on the subject impositions upon the religious community
reason he wants to sell—he needs money and next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
i shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer
such a one as Maine emphatii thousands who have felt satisfied of its puri- of Slavery, in the town of York, in this Coun some three or four years since, provided for must have it to pay his debts with.
I of said petition should not be granted.
er present state of excited enti 'W will abandon it in disgust, The trickery ty. It appears that notice was given by Rev. him a birth in the Massachusetts Penitentia
RALPH CURTIS.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
vigorous growth. We wain and deception by which the office holders Mr. Carpenter, on the 23d ult. that Rev. Mr. ry,—is now abroad. He assumes various
Kennebunk, Sept. 10, 1835.
A true copy—Attest,
dio has sagacity to perceive, t
names
and
disguises,
and
endeavors
to
palm
Wm. Cutter Allen, Retrister.
have kept themselves in power and by which Rand, Agent of the Anti-Slavery Society in
CHEAP TOR
cute. Such a man is Willi
himself upon the good people of some of the
Sept. 12.
say then, let us go to the | office seekers are striving to obtain the Portland, would deliver an address in that country towns of Massachusetts and New- FT1HE subscri! )er offers Leather for sale;
cheap for cash. Good Sole-leather at!
and make him again Govern “ spoils of victory,” cannot be much longer town on the 28th. On the evening of the Hampshire, as a prophet and religions teach A
THIRD YEAR.
1 era in the history of the State practiced with impunity.—Let the whigs, 27th, a meeting of gentlemen opposed to the er. He has by the aid of^ome of his deluded retail by the side, at 21 cents per lb. and up-1
per-leather,
calf
skin
and
Calcutta
at
very
followers succeeded in establishing a Convent
Calais Adverlm
PARLEYS MAGAZINE.
then, unfurl their banner and rally around it. movements of the abolitionists was held at in the town of Stratham, in this county, reduced prices. He will sell at wholesale
They have no cause to be dispirited—advo the Court House, of which David Wilcox, which is occupied by some of his disciples still cheaper.
RALPH CURTIS.
HH HE unexampled success of this Juvenile
Kennebunk, Sept. 10,1835.
the panic makers 1—Some f cating and defending, as they do, the Consti Esq. was chosen Chairman and Alexander of both sexes,—victims of his disgusting sen
jL
Work, which now circulates in every
there was quite a stir in Hi tution and the Supremacy of the Laws, con McIntire, Esq. Secretary. A committee, con timents. The citizens are determined to
state and territory of the Union, has encoura
To
James
Hubbard,
Agent
of
School
District
’
^sequence of the United Sifi
sisting of Messrs. A. McIntire, J. Brooks, T. abolish this temple of iniquity, unless it is re
No. 5, in the town of Kennebunk :
i ged the publisher to renewed exertions in
ing on several batiks in iW tending for republican principles and striving
moved. The peace of the town is disturbed
making it all thaujudicious parents and teach
dollars, the payment ofwü to stay the progress ofcorruption and misrule, B. Clark, Jos. S. Claik, S. Brooks, E. Simp by the bowlings and yellings of these infatu YOU are hereby requested to call a meet- I ers could reasonably expect for the amuse
ing
of
the
legal
voters
in
said
District,
I
isiderable sensation and ala which threaten alike the safety and happi son, jun. and Josiah Bragdon, was appointed ated wretches. Cochran himself has been
ment and instruction of youth. Whatever
s under pay of the governs ness of the people and the permanency of to prepare and report resolutions expressive seen and recognized by persons who knew to determine whether they will raise money can be devised to improve the style and beau
sufficient to repair the School House in said ’ ty
lv of the
llIC work,
vvvin, and
auu 111W1V
more especially lu
to Inanu
make
’ set up a hue and cry against
of the views of the meeting. The committee him. Certainly the citizens of this orderly
town will no longer tolerate such shameful District, and transact any other business that it useful, shall be constantly introduced. A
charged the institution with our institutions, they cannot but feel a con
attended
to
the
duty
assigned
them
and
transactions, and efforts are making to rout may come before said meeting.
finer paper will be used, and each number
> create a panic, and to nialtff sciousness that they are in the path of duty.
Elisha Chadbourne,
will be stitched in a beautiful cover.
-now let us see where theft Can they need more to impel them to action reported several resolutions,—disapproving them, “ peaceably if they can, forcibly if they
Thos. Lord,
A. CITIZEN.
It is important to remark, that this Maga
i the drafts arrived it wassfl •—to arouse them to the defence and support the course pursued by the abolitionists, must.”
Sam’l MendUm,
Stratham, September 2, 1835.
zine has become a great favorite, and judi
ry properly, that the deposi ofthçir principles?
disapproving of and declaring it inexpedient
BenaIah Littlefield,
cious parents and teachers have discovered
ig nearly threemillions of doib
A bial' Kelly, Jr.,
The candidates nominated by the Whigs and unnecessary to hold the contempla
that its interesting matter, and its spirited and
le’s money in specie, should mi
There is one obstacle in the way of the
Joseph Mitchell,
appropriate engravings, added to the circum
t, and then, in order not to ml for the several offices to be filled on Monday, ted meeting in York, for the purpose of list press of this country, which, if it be not re
Wm. Hubbard.
stance of its Coming every fortnight fresh from
;e or create an unnecessary p are deserving the warm support of every hon ening to the address of Mr. Rand and recom moved, must render that press a curse, it may
Kennebunk, Sept. 4,1835.
the press, in convenient and beautiful num
et, the debtor banks, at theirs est man. They are men who would labor mending to the citizens not to be present on be affirmed, instead of a blessing. We allude
bers, conspire to render it unusually attractive
to
the
intolerance
which
prevails
with
regard
jnld repay the several aaio®
the occasion.
Messrs. Jere. Brooks, Josiah
SCHOOL MEETING NOTICE.
to young readers. It is read with avidity and
This proposition or suggesij assiduously to promote the interests of the Bragdon and Thos. B. Clark, were chosen a to an editor’s expression of opinion. It seems
to be deemed a matter of course that he AGREEABLE to the above Petition, I pleasure : and the object of education, so far
r discarded by the deposite I)® whole people, if they were elected to the sta
committee to request Mr. Rand to revoke his should servilely follow what he may suppose
hereby notify the inhabitants of Dis- j as it relates to understanding what is read,
hatten, taking ad vantag? tions for which they have been recommended,
began to put the screws on It' and few men could be selected from among appointed lecture. Messrs. Carpenter and to be the views of his subscribers—that he trict No. 5, qualified to vote in town af- ; and acquiring at the same time valuable
at the School House in said j knowledge and an enduring taste for
reading,
must invariably echo their opinions and feel- 1 fairs,
L?!rs’.to meet
me£t __
md at that moment of panic, j
... _
•
,r>.i ■
. .,.1 r__ i___ i: a—i i... tor ___ °
us who are better qualified to discharge the Rand attended .the meeting—the former gen ings and not give utterance to his own if' P'stPICtr»:
, on Friday evening, 18th inst., at half > ts better accomplished by this interesting pein every thing within read),»
tleman spoke against the resolutions and the • ’ ■ ...
■
—..6vo„’clock,
—v-.«,tovwact upon the above
dovvr;Petition
* cimvii-;!f liodical, than by -,nv
any means hitherto atternptthey should chance to'—
differ -from those,
in I past
■ checks on one bank alonefc duties that would devolve upon them, credit
„Iso to choose a Clerk.
Clerk, Agent and Committee
Committee i ed. Teachers uniformly recommend its use
latter requested that the subject of slavery the least—otherwise he must expect to en also
ably
to
themselves
and
to
their
constituents.
The consequence was that
for the ensuing year, and transact any other j and importance in the most unequivocal manwt prepared at the moment, B Let us to the ballot boxes, then, and give might be brought before the meeting for dis counter every evidence of their disapproba
bdsiness that may legally come before said ' ner, and are, exerting themselves to increase
, and were compelled to bojW them a handsome vote on Monday. Let us cussion, before it should be dissolved. The tion which can be given. We repeat that meeting.
JAMES HUBBARD, Agent.
its circulation.
such
a
state
of
things
is
calculated
to
destroy
ime time a general reirenchf
The introduction of Juvenile Music into
Kennebunk, Sept. 9,1835.
not give occasion to our opponents to boast resolutions, however, were adopted and the the usefulness of the press, and render it an
-people became frightened,«
the work will, it is believed, be to parents and
meeting dissolved without debate. On the absolute nuisance. If a newspaper must be
that
we
are
decreasing
in
strength,
or
that
a panic prevailed,
Whom it may Concern, teachers, onè of its highest possible commensee that when the United St we regard our principles as of so little impor following morning, the last named committee, a mere mirror in which the sentiments of its To
—TT” subscriber
• ••
rglHE
requests -■all persons in-dations. To render this in the greatest de
reparing to wind up, ca J
tance, that we neglect to attend the polls—re in compliance with their instructions, sent subscribers are to be reflected, solely because JL
dehted
to
him,
either by note or ac gree useful and acceptable, we have secured
they are the sentiments of its subscribers, it
Managers of the deposit
fuse even to devote a few hours to a duty so Mr. Rand a note requesting him to withdraw can only be conducted by one altogether un count of more than one year’s standing, to call, the aid of one of the most distinguished mas
important and to availourselves of a privilege his appointment. Mr. R. replied to this note worthy of occupying the responsible situation settle and pay by the 10th of October next, ters of the art. Some of the early numbers
of the third volume will contain a careful de
ft éasv which they are80 invaluable and which cost so much of at considerable length—after conceding that which he has assumed—a mere truckling, by so doing they will greatly oblige the sub
scription of the most approved method of
scriber and save expense to themselves.
time-serving,
grovelling
mercenary,
who
the
communication
of
the
committee
was
and1----------treasure.
!coo¡radedlod», ‘’*“l'¡ blood —
teaching the science, giving illustrations, &c.
RALPH CURTIS.
made in “ polite and respectful terms,” he would barter every principle of honor and
people’s money, tli'y®
.
Many of the subjects are illustrated by beau
Kennebunk, Sept. 10, 1835.
justice
for
the
sordid
objects
of
gain.
Rail Road.—We learn from Dover En states that he thinks it his duty “ to deliver
tiful Engravings, selected not only with a
National Gazette.
view to adorn the work, but to improve the
quirer of Tuesday, that the annual meeting the lecture to such persons as may choose to
Valuable Farm for
taste, cultivate the mind, and raise the affec
of the Boston and Maine Rail-road corpora attend.” He also assures the committee that
OR
sale,
an
excelThe Eastern Rail Road.—The surveys for
tions. We would make better children, bet
lent Farm, situation was held in that town on the 2d inst. and his lectures are not “ inflammatory,” which the fourth rail road from this city, and one
ter brothers, better sisters, better associates,,
peÍpteSl»“»wXv'S five Directors were chosen. 2500 shares is generally a leading argun^nt against anti which is likely to contribute nearly as much
ted in Kennebunk, near
and, in the end, better citizens.
the
Sea.
It
has
two
The volume will be divided into four part.»
have already been subscribed for and the re slavery lectures. We once listened to a lect as any to the prosperity of the city, and the Orchards, a good proportion of tillage land,
unwearied attack o».
.
accommodation of the inhabitants who will
as heretofore, and the title page will be given
mainder will probably be taken up as soon as ure on the subject from the gentleman, and
which
is
very
productive.
There
is
a
new
be brought by it into nearer communication
at the end of each part, and at the close of the
the survey of the route is completed, which must say that we believe he speaks truly— with the metropolis of the State, are now in house and a good barn on the premises, pleas volume a beautiful Frontispiece and Title
antly
situated,
commanding
a
fine
view
of
is to be commenced forthwith. This compa no one could charge him with delivering an active progress. We understand that they
Wells Bay, &c.—The privileges are unrival Page, with full Table of Contents for the
ny, we believe, contemplate constructing a ‘ inflammatory address’ here.—The commu arealready so far advanced, that the Engin led for sea manure, fishing, fowling, &c. whole.
"te" concealed that
J
eer has ascertained that a line may be obtain
Those subscribers who have paid for the
rail-road from Haverhill, Mass, to Great Falls nication in the Gazette concludes as follows : ed, remarkably straight and level, passing The Farm is well wooded and watered, and
“banks, having aW¿¡
first or second volume, and have not received
is
but
3
miles
from
the
villages
ofKenneAt 7 o’clock the bell was rung, and the through Lynn, Salem, Ipswich and Newbu
village, in Somersworth. The Enquirer says
all the numbers, can be supplied free of
people’s n’0l!eJ "‘t|1l'“ ing*
Court House lighted by order of Mr. Carpen ryport to the New Hampshire line, without I bunk, Kennebunk-port and Wells, either of chargeon application to the subscriber, post
ire,entapa»ic by keep»i ( it will probably be completed in 1837, « and ter ; and the lecturer accompanied by R<
which is a good market. It will be sold low,
ev. exceeding, i„
----in the distance ...
to Newburyport,
paid.
.easy. They cando
also through to Portland by Alfred and Bux Messrs. Carpenter & Parker of the 2d church |
by more than a mile, the distance by the with the standing crops, a quantity of hay,
Those who may prefer the Magazine in
ton.”
in York, went into the Court House, but no Newburyport turnpike. The line from the grain, some stock, farming utensils, &c. Pos- quarterly parts, neatly put up with cloth
other person met them excepting a young boundary of New Hampshire to Portsmouth session given immediately.
backs, can be accommodated at the same
"H*
For further particulars apply to
Anti-Abolition Meetings have been held, abolitionist from Dover, N. H., who had been is without doubt equally favourable.
price and at the same rate of postage.
HENRY
C.
HART.
about
here
a
few
days
trying
to
get
up
an
ex

recently, in Cambridge, Mass., Portsmouth,
Boston Adv. fy Patriot.
Terms.—One^dollar a year, in advance; 6
Kennebunk, August 26, 1835.
ir word should
Concord and Great ‘Falls (Somersworth,) N. citement on the subject of Slavery. These
copies for 85. Postage three quarters of a
four gentlemen remained in the house about
H. and Wiscasset, Me.
The President of the United States has of- “
“O>LANK APPLICATIONS for Grants of cent if under 100 miles, one cent and a quar
half an hour when they sneaked off to their ficially recognized Joseph Thomas Sher- _O
-—J Land, under the Resolve of the Legis ter only for the greatest distance.
several
lodgings
in
safety
!
!
!
______
seÄ *
JI Sea Serpent.—An Eel weighing thirtywood, as his Britanic Majesty’s Consul for Ilature of Maine, passed March 17, 1835, for
SAMUEL COLMAN,
live lbs. has been caught in the river Thames,
The population of Schenectady is 6276. the States of Maine and New Hampshire, to ' sale ap this Office.
Successor to Lilly, Wait Ca*
Conn.
Increase in 5 years, 2000.
' reside at Portland.
C
—•“
Gazette
Palladium office, Sept. 4,1835.
Boston, February, 1835.
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|way he should go, and when he is old
he will not depart from it.”—Temp. Adv.

CAREY’S LIBRARY OF CHOICE

VEGETABLE MEDICINES,

FOR SALE.

f

LITERATURE.
i
Æ
OREPARED by Dr. Elias
O say that this is a reading age, implies!
StOfC, Îxi*R311te<i
POETRY
jL
Boston. The following are among
HE stand formerly owned by Capt.
a desire for instruction, and the means j HP
HpHE
the
many
preparations kept constantly for
“ THE DREAM OF LIFE.”
gratify that desire. On the first point JL
I- John Perkins, at Cape Porpoise.
Porpoise,
Rum and Murder !—Distillers and to
’ are
By F. A. P. Barnard.
all
agreed ; on the second, there is diver- which is a good situation fora trader or per- sale by JOHN LILLIE, pruggist, Kenne
Rum-sellers, read this !—The following ,sity both of opinion and of practice. We son engaged in the fisheries, is now offered bunk, viz:
’Twas but a bubble—yet ’twas bright,
And gaily danced along the stream
VEGETABLE ELIXIR.
tragic account of the effects of rum, ;have newspapers, magazines, reviews, in fine, ’ for sale on very favorable terms,
Of life’s wi.d torrent in the light
pamphlet»of all sizes, on nearly all subjects, I There is about twelve acres of land on
Excellent for pain in the stomach and
which
we
take
from
the
New
York
Of sunbeams sparkling—like a dream
which have severally their classes of readers ! which there are Ledges of Gratiite in great bowels, and Rheumatic complaints.
Baptist Register, was contained in one and
Of heaven’s own bliss, for loveliness—
supporters. And yet, copious as are ! abundance. The Granite has not been parAMERICAN HYGEIAN PILLS.
For fleetness like a passing thought ;
of the letters received from the church- 'these means of intellectual supply, more are ticularly examined in reference to quality,
And ever of such hopes as these,
For
the Head-Ache, pain in the Stomach
es at the recent meeting of the New still
, needed. In addition to the reviews of the but is presumed to be equal to that on the
The tissue of my life is wrought,
and Bowels, Costiveness, Stranguary and
day,
and
passing
notices
of
books,
the
people
other
side
of
the
harbor,
which
has
recently
York
Baptist
Association.
It
relates
,
For I have dreamed of pleasure when
The sun of young existence smiled
__ Piles.
to a case, as will be seen, of .a most in large numbers, in all parts of our great re- been soldat a large price.
VEGETABLE POWDERS.
Upon my wayward path, and then
There is on the premises a convenient (T)
public, crave the possession of the books
barbarous murder committed in New themselves, and details beyond mere passing i two-story
Her promised sweets my heart beguiled ;
dwelling-house, which has been
Useful for cold and foul stomach, violent
1
But when I came those sweets to sip
Jersey, by a drunken husband on his allusion, of the progress of discovery in art!!I lately repaired, also a barn, store, fish-house colds, cough, sore throat, and to relieve fronr
They turned to gall upon my lip.
unoffending wife, in a state of intoxica and science. But though it be easy to ascer-11I and wharf, and flakes for making fish,
threatened fevers.
tain and express their wants, it is not so easy jj Any person desirous of entering into a prof
And I have dreamed of Friendship too ;
tion. The letter says—
VEGETABLE BITTERS.
itable
speculation
will
please
make
immedi

to
gratify
them.
Expense,
distance
from
the
j
!
For friendship I had thought was made
1 He had been at a wood frolic, and’
For Jaundice, Loss of appetite, sickness'
ate
application
for
further
particulars
to
To be man’s solace in the shade,
emporium of literature, engrossing occupa- ;
in the stomach, bead-ache, &c.
returned home under the influence of tions which prevent personal application or
And glad him in the light : and so
MILLER & HALL.
CA THOLICON.
1 madly thought to find a friend
liquor. His wife, the partner of his bo even messages to libraries and booksellers, Kennebunk, Aug. 13, 1835.
Whose soul with mine would sweetly blend som and the mother of his children, are so many causes to keep people away
Excellent for consumptive complaints,
And as to placid streams unite,
Commissioners’ Notice.
coughs, indigestion, cosliveness, sinking.and1
though kind and affectionate, became from the feast of reason, and the enjoyment
And roll their waters in one bright
E, the subscribers, having been appoint pain in the stomach and bowels, and pul
of the coveted literary aliment. It is the aim
And tranquil current to the sea,
the object of his spite.
He went and of the publishers of the Library to obviate
ed by the Hon. William A. Hayes,
complaints generally.
So might our happy spirits be
kludge of Probate of Wills, &c., within monary
and
procured several heavy whips and took these difficulties, and to enable every individ
Borne onward to eternity—
PEACH CORDIAL.
for
the
County
of
York,
to
receive
and
exam

her and beat her with them until he ual, at a small cost and without any personal
But he betrayed rpe and with pain
,
Useful to increase and regulate the appe.
ine the claims of creditors to the estate of
effort,
to
obtain
for
his
own
use
and
that
of
I woke to sleep and dream again.
had worn them out on her body. Not
BARTHOLOMEW HATCH,
tile, help the digestion, remove pain in the
his favoured friends or family, valuable works,
satisfied with this, and utterly disre complete,
And then I dreamed of Love ; and all
on all the branches of useful and late of Wells, in said county, yeoman, deceas stomach or bowels.
The clustered visions of the past
garding her cries for mercy, he took a popular literature, and that in a form well ed, represented insolvent, do hereby give no
BOTANIC OINTMENT.
Seemed airy nothings to that last
tice, that six months are allowed to said cred
sharp stick, and after exposing the end adapted to the comfort of the reader.
A certain cure for humors, corns, stiff
Bright dream. It threw a magical
to bring in and prove their claims, and
of it to the fire, he applied it to her lac The charm of variety, as far as it is com itors
joints, shrunk cords, stiffness in the neck,Enchantment on existence—cast
that we shall attend that service, at the dwel
patible
with
morality
and
good
taste,
will
be
A glory on my path so bright
erated back repeatedly, until he had held constantly in view in conducting the ling house of Moses Clark, Esq. in said Wells, rheumatic complaints, swelling in the throat,
1 seemed to breath and feel its light ;
burned and bored several holes in it. Library, to fill the pages of which the current on the second Saturday of August inst., and chilblains, chapped hands, weakness and
But now that blissful dream is o’er,
Finding her still surviving these savage literature of Great Britain, in all its various on the second Saturdays of the five following pain in the back, sores, ringworms, eutsan#
And I have waked to dream no more.
burns.
tortures, he put her to bed : and after departments of Biography, History, Travels, months, from two to four o’clock, P. M.
Beyond each distant glimmering Star
MOSES CLARK,
OLIVE OINTMENT.
Novels
and
Poetry,
shall
be
freely
put
under
getting
into
bed
himself,
he
kicked
her
That twinkles in the arch above,
JOSEPH EATON.
With, perchance, occasional
Very useful for salt rheum, as many car?
There is A world of truth and love,
out when life was almost extinguished ; contribution.
Wells, August 3, 1835,
exceptions, it is intended to give entire the
Which earth’s vile passions never mar ;
testify.
and in the morning she was found dead work which shall be selected for publication.
Oh ! could I snatch the eagle’s plumes,
HEALTH RESTORATIVE.
TAKE NOTICE.
on the floor. His unhappy children When circumstances authorize the measure,
And soar to that bright world away,
For obstructions in the Liver and Kid
HE
subscriber,
having
contracted
with
Which God’s own holy light illumes
were the witnesses of this dreadful recourse will be had to the literary stores of
the overseers of the poor of the town neys, Dyspepsia, Stranguary, and Female
With glories of eternal day,
Europe, and translations made
scene. He threatened them with the Continental
of Wells, to support all the paupers belong

complaints
in general.
How gladly every lingering tie
from French, Italian, or German, as the case
COUGH POWDERS.
That binds me down to earth I’d sever,
ing to said town, for the term of one year from 1
same punishment if they should ever may be.
A nd leave for that blest home on high,
divulge his unnatural conduct. If ask Whilst the body of the work will be a re date hereof, and having made provision for
Good for hooping cough, and ulcers in
This hollow-hearted world forever.
purpose, hereby forbids all persons har
ed by others as to their mother’s death, print, or at times a translation of entire vol that
the
throat.
boring or supporting any of said paupers on
CATHARTIC DROPS.
they were required by him to say that umes, the cover will exhibit the miscellane his-account.
ON THE PICTURE OF A “ CHILD TIRED
JAMES
HOBBS.
ous character of a Magazine, and consist of
OF PLAY.”
Excellent for indigestion, liver complaints,she killed herself. After the discove sketches of men and things, and notices of Wells, Dec. 16, 1834.
ly.
Tired of play ! Tired'of play !
stranguary, obstructions in the kidneys, andry of the poor woman, they for some novelties in literature and the arts^ through
What hast thou done this livelong day ?
a certain cure for costiveness.
The birds are silent, and so is the bee j
time maintained silence. At last one out the civilized world. A full and regular
The sun is creeping up steeple and tree ;
HE subscriber having contracted with
O^/^Orders for any of the above Medi
supply
of
the
literary
monthly
and
hebdomaof them ventured to say, that she knew
The doves are flown to the sheltering eaves,
the town of Kennebunk, to support the cines will be attended to faithfully.
And the nests are dark with the drooping leaves. how her mother came by her death,!! dal journals of Great Britain and Ireland, in
poor of said town for one year, hereby gives Kennebunk, August 11,1835.
' addition to home periodicals oi a similar charTwilight gathers, and day is done—
but dare not disclose it. On being as-ji acter, cannot fail to provide ample materials notice that he has made suitable provision
How hast thou spent it—restless one !
for them at the Alms-House, and hereby
sured of protection, she commenced j, for this part of our work.
Playing ? But what hast thou done beside
forbids all persons harboring or trusting any
|
The
resources
and
extensive
correspondTo tell thy mother at eventide ?
the horrid narration, and finished a-1
(O-BOTANICAL DROPS!
What promise at morn is left unbroken ?
I ence of the publishers, are the best guarantee of the Paupers of said town on my account,
midst
the
indignation
and
shrieks
and
What kind word to thy playmate spoken ?
for the continuance of the enterprise in which or on account of the town, as I shall pay no TS one of the most efficacious compounds
Whom hast thou pitied, and whom forgiven ?
the tears of neighbors and friends pres they are now about to embark, as well as for bill for their support.
JL in the Materia Medica, for the cure of
How with thy faults has duty striven ?
JAMES WARREN.
ent. The father was arrested and im the abundance of the materials to give it val
What hast thou learned by field and hill.
that class of inveterate diseases produced by
Kennebunk,
May
1,
1835.
ly.
By greenwood path, ®nd by singing rill1 ?
prisoned, and awaits the just judgment ue? in the eyes of the public. As far as judi
an impure state of the blood, and a vitiated
There will come an eve to a longer dav,
of the law on his horrid crime. The cious selection and arrangement are concern
habit of the body, and usually exhibiting
ed, readers will, it is hoped, have reason to be
That will find thee tired—but not of play !
themselves in the forms of Scrofula, Salt
whole association seemed to sympa fully satisfied, as the editor of the Library is
And thou wilt lean, as'thou leanest now,
HE subscribers, having contracted with
With drooping limbs and an inching brow,
thize with those who listened to the not* a stranger to them, but has more than
the town of Kennebunk-port, to sup Rheum, Leprosy, St. Anthony's Fire, Fever
And wish the shadows would faster creep,
Sores, (even when the bones are affected,)
first narration of the dreadful deed, once obtained their favorable suffrages for
port the Poor of said town the present year,
And long to go to thy quiet sleep.
Well were it then if thy aching brow'
hereby give notice that they have made the White Swellings, (ifapplied with Dr. Jebb’s
and the tears flowed freely from sever bis past literary efforts.
Were as free from sin and shame as now I
necessary provisions for their support. They Liniment,) Foul and obstinate Ulcers, Sore
al eyes, as one of the delegates ampli ,Tbe work will TERMS.
Well for thee, if thy lip could tell
be published in weekly therefore forbid all persons harboring or trust Legs and Eyes, Scaldhead in Children,
A tale like this, of a day spent well !
fied on the circumstances of the case. numbers, in stitched covers, each number ing any of the paupers of said town, as they
If thine open hand hath relieved distress—
The feelings of some ministering breth containing twenty imperial octavo pages, with are determined to pay no bill for their sup Scurvy and Scorbutic Gout, Pimpled or
If thy pity hath sprung to wretchedness—
Carb uncled Faces, Festering Eruptions,
If thou hast forgiven the sore offence,
JOHN HUTCHINS, 3d.,
ren were too strong to be resisted ; double columns, making two volumes annually, port.
and Venereal Taints throughout the body,
And humbled thy heart with penitence—
of more than 520 octavo pages, each volume ;
FRANCIS
BOSTON.
they broke out in strong eloquence’ on at the expiration of every six months, sub
If Nature’s voice have spoken to thee
in which last case the drops often cure when
With its holy meanings eloquently—
the apathy of those who could keep a- scribers will be furnished with a handsome Kennebunk-port, April 21,1835.
Mercury fails.
They are also the best
If every creature hath won thy love,
Fronf the creeping worm to the brooding dove— loof from the cause of temperance, and title page and table of contents. The whole
Spring and Autumnal physics to purify
If never a sad low-spoken word
the criminality of those who could ven■ amount of matter furnished in a single year
and cleanse the system from humors which
Hath plead with thy human heart unheard—
ture to oppose it. One brother of con- will be equal to more than forty volumes of N
N all
ages
of ibe world
a ...
beautiful
head ofi frequently appear at these seasons of the
Then, when the night steals on as now.
a..
-----------------.
------. ,
.•‘■•il
il
: I the common sized English duodecimo books.
It will bring relief to thine aching brow,
They
iair has been considered
I hey also aid the process of digesSidération said he would never agaln •
papel. upon which the Library will be
hair
considered the greatest or-I
or- ye<»r.
And, with joy and peace at the thought of rest,
tr» ’! tizin
inrr tht»
lion, nnrt
and hit
by purifying
the hlnnrt
blood, nrovpnf
prevent thi»
the
invite into his pulpit a minister who ’ jx-inted, will be of the finest quality used for nament ever bestowed by nature upon the
Thou wilt sink to.sleep on thy mother’s breast.
would dare oppose the principles of book-work, and of a size admirably adapted human frame, and indispensably necessary to secretion of malignant humors on the lungs.
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT.
!
this
great cause., I was never present ! for binding. As the type will be entirely the perfection of.personal beauty. It is a very The Proprietor confidently relies upon the
■ 1 °
• new, and of a neat appearance, each volume, general complaint of young persons, that their
where
so great an interest was mani wljen bound, will furnish a handsome, as hair is falling off or becoming dry. and un vast number of surprising cures effected by
The Favorite Son—At the last March
these Drops, not only in Boston and its vi
in defence of the temperance well as valuable, and not cumbrous addition healthy ; this may be owing to the applica cinity,
Term of the Court of Common Pleas, fested
1
but throughout the union, for the best
tion
of
improper
and
injurious
oils,
or
to
the
to the libraries of those who patronize the
”
____________
in Delaware county, a young man of principles.
!
proof
of
their excellence as an unfailing Al
entire neglect of the hair.
Without proper
about twenty-four years of age, by the
Rum or no Rum.—Mr.----- , of this work.
The price of the Library will be five dollars attention, diseases of the hair will arise, which terative Medicine, in all the cases above
name of John Thompson, was indicted town, who passed a part of last winter per annum, payable in advance.
are often found to occasion thinness, fall specified.
This article has recently been pronounced
for maiming and disfiguring the person in the woods surveying lumber, testi A commission of 20 per cent, will be allow ing offr and frequently total baldness. For
of his father. It appeared from the fies that he surveyed for two teams, ed to agents ; and any agent or Post Master these evils and the necessary inconveniences by a physician of the first respectability,
five subscribers and remitting the attending them, Ward’s Vegetable Hair Oil who had witnessed its surprising efficacy,
evidence on the trial, that in some day one of which had three yoke of oxen furnishing
amount of subscription, shall be entitled to will be found in all cases a sure remedy. Be as entitled, in his opinion, to take the lead of
in January, the son was seen by two and six men, and rum for a helper, and the commission of 25 per cent, or a copy of fore offering this Oil to the public it had been
tried in hundreds of cases of baldness, thin all the popular articles known for the above
females near the cabin of his father, the other, two yoke and five men and the work for one year.
ness and falling off' of the hair and in every complaints, and indeed it is fast gaining this
A
specimen
of
the
work,
or
any
informa

the rest of his family being absent. no rum. The result was, that of the
instance its salutary effects have been realized point in public estimation, throughout the
tion
respecting
it,
may
be
obtained
by
ad

Soon afterwards the same females, who party which had the rum, individuals
to admiration. It has never failed to produce country.
dressing the publishers, post paid.
were the nearest neighbors, heard re were perpetually sick with colds, and Editors of newspapers, to whom this pros a new and beautiful growth on heads already
Price $1 a bottle, or 6 bottles for $5.
peated cries of distress, but were afraid unable to work ; while the other party, pectus is forwarded, will please insert the a- bald, and to check that falling off which so
to approach the cabin. In a few min who had no rum to shield them and bove as often as convenient, send a copy of often occurs. In cases where it becomes dry
ceases to grow, this Oil will very soon
utes they saw the old man lying upon give them strength, were never in bet their paper containing the advertisement and
marked, and entifle themselves to a free ex render it healthy and produce a rapid and TO THE ASTHMATIC & CONSUMPTIVE.
his back, on the ground, near the cab ter health than during the whole win change for one year. Address
beautiful growth, without the least injury to
in, stretching up his hands as if beg ter, and scarcely lost a day, and what E. L. CAREY & A. HART, Philadelphia. the most delicate head ; nor does any falling V HA HE most prevalent and fatal of all the
JL
diseases incident to civilized society
Philadelphia, July 17, 1835._____________ off follow after using it. That loss of hair
ging for assistance. They went to is better than all, they got out 30,000
—»the Consumption — may generally be tra
which
so
often
takes
place
after
sickness
may
him and found him almost lifeless, with fl. more of lumber than the other par
be easily prevented by using this celebrated ced to the least alarming of disorders, a
a piece bitten out of his upper lip, near ty.—Brunswick Key.
HOHE undersigned would give notice that Oil. In short no Oil has ever been offered slight but neglected Cold ! By estimation,
ly the size of the end of one’s thumb,
JL the copartnership heretofore existing to the public that gives such universal satis it appears that ONe hundred and fifty
faction and stands the test of experience like thousand persons die annually of the Con
his eyebrows and ears and fingers
Spanish horror of drunkenness.—In between them, under the firm of
Ward’s Vegetable Hail Oil.
MILLER & HALL,
chewed through and through, and one ancient days, there was a law in Spain
sumption. Most of these dreadful results
sale by
JOHN LILLIE.
arm, from the hand to the shoulder, which decreed that if a gentleman was is this day dissolved, by mutual consent, J. K For
may be attributed to common CoZd.?, and a
Kennebunk, April 25,1835.
negligent treatment of the harrassing Cough
covered with wounds made by the convicted of even a capital offence, he Miller having relinquished his interest in
the store to P. Hall, who will continue the
that generally ensues, .which is usually fol
teeth. He was removed into the cabin should be pardoned, on pleading his business at the stand occupied by M. & H.,
lowed by difficult breathing, pain in the side,
and placed on the bed. His life was having been intoxicated at the time he and all persons indebted to the firm are re
and at last Ulcerated Lungs. Violent and
despaired of. The next morning the committed it; it being supposed that quested to make payment to him, and ¿11
[Price reduced to 25 cents.]
son was arrested, and his clothes were any one who bore the character of persons having demands against the firm will Which cures in less than one hour’s appli repeated Asthmatic attacks also bring on
present them to him for payment.
Consumptive symptoms. One or two dol*
literally soaked and stiffened with gentility would more readily suffer please
cation. See directions.
They are particularly desirous that all their
HE character of this celebrated Oint lars expended in the purchase of
blood—the blood of his father. It fur death, than confess himself capable of accounts should be settled without delay, as
DR. RELFE’S ASTHMATIC PILLS,
ment stands unrivalled for being a safe, and a little attention to their timely admin
one of the partnersis soon to remove from
ther appeared, that the father and son so beastly a vice as drunkenness.
speedy
and
certain
cure
for
that
loathsome
this place.
J. K. MILLER,
imi i iTBiiir^PT
were both in the habit of drinking ar ■ iiimwi—iiinTraiiiniiii
istration, will usually ensure a mitigation of
disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of
PORTER HALL.
- g ^2?
g yt&p&r
dent spirits and that the son was under
pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar these disorders, and generally effect a cure.
Kennebunk, August 15, 1835.
The Pills are also an easy and effectual remthe influence of liquor when he com
ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
MR. BADLAM,
The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS, edy for the symptoms preceding and ac
J. K. MILLER,
mitted the outrage upon his father. He
OULD respectfully announce to the in
AVING relinquished to his partner, which are so eminently useful for removing companying the Asthma and Consumption.
was his father’s favorite Son, and it ap
habitants of Kennebunk and vicinity,
For coids, coughs, difficulty of breathing,
his interest in the store heretofore all Jaundice and Billions complaints.
peared that they would occasionally
that his School for Paintin’© is still open. occupied by them, in taking leave ofAhis
fresh supply is just received, and for sale by tightness and strictures across the chest,
have a drunken frolic together. There Those wishing to attend will call very soon, as I friends and former customers, would confiJOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk,
wheezing,. pain in the side, spiffing of blood,
had been some previous misunder his stay is about expiring. The great facility I dently recommend Mr. Hall to their patronENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
&c. Few cases can occur of any of this
with which the art is acquired can be attested | age as every way deserving their entire confiWholesale
by
W.
C.
MITCHELL,
Portland,
standing in regard to the farm, and the by pupils of the place. The art of Drawing,
Hertshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney, Hastings, class of disorders, in which the purchasers
ini
•
dence, and hopes that his and their mutual and
son, who was peaceable and inoffen s - ,
Marsh & Co. W. C. Stimpson, Low and Reed, J. P.
and customers will continue their Hall and others, Druggists in Boston, and all orders to of Dr. Relfe’s Pills will not .find a rich re
sive when sober, but quarrelsome ciples in which all are sure of succeeding,
be addressed to Jesse Daniell, & Co. Dedham, Mass. turn fortheir trifling expenditure. .Price
j 5^835
even sunnosinxr
supposing flinir
their nr^ivinns
previous tiilpnts
talents Sppmseem
when drunk, had thrown out some even
whole boxes, 30 Pills, '$1 ; half do.12 Pills,
ingly
unfitted
for
the
pursuit.
Success
in
all
CHIMNEY BOARD PARERS,
threats against his father. When ar cases guarantied or no remuneration expect
50 cts.
VARIETY of patterns. For sale by
rested in the morning, he was sober, ed. The beauty of the styles Mr. B. would
Oj^None are genuine unless signed on
D. REMICH.
REMICH has just received alotof
and the officer took him to see his submit to the eye of the disinterested. Room
the outside printed wrapper by the sole Pro
• Quarto Bibles, which will be sold June 20.
father. He almost fainted at the sight, over Messrs. James & Isaac Lord’s Store.
33 per cent, lower than Bibles of a similar
prietor, fF. Kidder, immediate successor
quality are usually sold.
and called for a tumbler of water and Kennebunk, August 29, 1835.
to the late Dr. W. T. Conway. For sale,
UST received, fifty bbls, of Superfine
a chair to sustain himself. His father Painting.—We wish to call the attention An assortment of Pocket Bibles and Testa
Gennessee Flour, newly ground, for sale at his Counting Room, over No. 99, C°uli
of the public to the method of Painting taught
—some with tucks, & a few beautifully
refused to appear in Court to testify a- by Mr. Badlam. It seems worthy of notice ments
by the subscriber.
WM. LORD. street, near Concert Hall, Boston, and also
bound in embossed leather ; all of which will
gainst him. He was his favorite son ! for i|s beauty, and the facility with which it is be sold very low.
by his special appointment, bv
Kennebunk, August 8,1835.
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
The jury returned a verdict of guilty, acquired ; the specimens in his room are an
—ALSO—
POWDER.
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port.
and the wretched man was sentenced evidence of the first and on the second point, Barnes’ Notes on the Gospels, &c. ;
KEGS warranted Gun Powder»
we are satisfied that the six lessons which
Helen’s Pilgrimage ;
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
to the penitentiary for three years— constitute
for sale by the subscriber,
his course are sufficient to give a
Combe on the Constitution of Man ;
the victim of bad examples and bad competent knowledge of the system.
LACK SAND, for sale by D. REMICH
BARNABAS PALMER.
The Skeptic, &c. &c.
August 5^ 1835.
precepts. “ Train up a child in the
Portland Argus, July 21,1835.
Sept. 12.
Kennebunk, August 21,1835.
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